Hazel Part # 3
INTRODUCTION

to the Messages with Hazel

My intense spiritual journey began about 10 years ago during which time I was introduced to the world of spirit. It was during these crucial years that I began my journey with spirit and intense relationship with God.

Two years ago I awakened fully when the Father responded to my cry and filled me completely with His presence and love. Immediately thereafter I was led to Abundant Hope. Thus begun a most rewarding journey into the deepest life of my soul- my highest self, God.

The Arch Angel Michael came to me in 2009 and said that I was being prepared to undertake a task for God. Thereafter I was gifted with telepathic abilities which enable me to channel messages from divine sources. The Father also came to me through automatic writing and said ‘Mighty God is present’ and spoke to me. Since then I have channelled messages from the Masters and higher celestial beings of Light including Christ Michael and The Source.

The Higher self teachings represent wisdom I received through my God mind during a state of inner communion. Initially I was surprised at the quality of the wisdom which came through. More and more that voice within would direct me on that which it would have me write and the words would just flow. I started to realise the wealth of knowledge that I held/hold within me. I was told that I come from the Melchizedek lineage and that explains my predilection for spiritual teachings and love for divine law and justice. I have vague memories of teaching in other dimensions.

I have had a few mystical experiences during the last 2 years which I can recall in which I have met Christ Michael and Esu Sananda and at times when I am coming out of dream state I can hear the Masters teaching me.

Each day I awaken with a new determination to ignite the fire of God upon the altar on my heart and to effort through sustained momentum of energy and desire, to launch the rocket of my soul that it may accelerate into the vibration of the Mighty I AM Presence.

I have chosen to be counted amongst the vanguard of “Light” and to serve the will of my Father, the God incarnate, through service to humanity and to co create a civilisation as the earth ascends, based on Divine Law.
One of my missions is to encourage and assist others to become spiritually independent through the education of their spirit, enlightenment of their God mind and emancipation of their God selves. I come to teach that there is only one Truth and that is God’s Truth. We can access God’s Truth from within His God mind within which our minds rest in the seat of our souls. It is there that His Light resides and holds the treasure of divine intelligence - the Truth of God’s existence, Love and Wisdom.

I have offered my entire self in the service of God, for I remember who I Am. The Father will write through me and He will teach through me and He will live through me; for above all things I choose HIM and HIS WILL. Nothing else truly matters. HE is my greatest joy, my greatest reward and my greatest fulfilment. Always will I give to HIM the glory for I of myself can do nothing; it is the Father within me who doeth the work.

Blessed be in Love and purest Light

Hazel
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Conversations with the Master

By The master and Hazel

# 101 Oct 16, 2010

Conversations with the Master

Student- Master I desire that You live through me. I desire to be all that You are. Will you teach me Master how to love others as you love

Master- All that I am you could be my child if you choose to. Have I not for these many months been alive within you? Have I not fulfilled within you your need for love? Have I not shown you love when you have achieved as well as when you have faltered?

Student- You have indeed Master and I feel very blessed to enjoy this state of knowing communion with you whereby I am consistently guided by your love and wisdom. I am consciously making an effort to love every life force as you do

Master- Yes my child I see and feel your burning desire. This is what you must do. I ask that for two days we do not speak of this and on the third day we shall revisit your question.

On the third day the student knocked on the Master’s door a little ‘worse for wear’. Master- Yes my child how are you this day?

Student- Master since we last spoke I have not been doing all that well.

Master- Why is that?

Student- I have felt irritable Master for two days. As a result of this I experienced annoyance at my brothers and sisters actions. I really tried to control it but could not help be aggravated by things they said or failed to do. How will I ever learn Master to love as You do? Why won’t You teach me?

Master- My child have I not loved you unconditionally through patience, tolerance, empathy understanding, and compassion?

Student- Yes you have Master, I acknowledged this already

Master- So therefore have I not taught you how to love?

Student- Yes I suppose so. Why did you send me away for 2 days with instructions not to speak of this?

Master- I sent you to apply what you have been taught. You know the lessons but only...
experience can test your ability to apply the lessons that you may know whether you have reached the mark of the Master. You felt irritable and that caused a feeling of annoyance with your peers. Don’t you see my child that if you desire to love as the Master you must first master your emotions and secondly you must see every experience as an opportunity to test and apply your God light and love.

Learning is seldom theoretical my child. I can teach you by example but I cannot love for you. The more aligned you remain with Me, My values and virtues, the greater will you experience the fruits of God’s love which becomes yours to give that you may be regiven. You must effort to push through the limitations of human consciousness and taste that cosmic nectar that you may freely love through the God within.

Student- I understand now Master. It is certainly not easy to do this

Master- I have taught you before my child that when you tire of being the student you will work to become the Master for it is your God mastery that you must prove in the here and now

The student thanked the Master and asked that the Master speak of Perceptions

Master- My child you ones perceive with and through your senses masterminded by your illustrious ego. To truly know is to perceive through inward sense which is divine and objective. You must be careful to distinguish subjective from objective perceptions. It is your subjective perceptions that sometimes influence your interpretations of the behavior, conduct or decisions of others.

I will take the example of your annoyance with the actions/inactions or words of your peers. Those feelings were evoked through your personal perceptions based on your personal preferences, choices, values and actions. If your personal preferences are divinely aligned then they are more objective than subjective. In such a case through divine knowing your perceptions will be persuaded by an understanding which transcends your emotions. Instead of reacting you will respond through balanced thought. You will start of your assessment by realizing that your peer is an aspect of you and vice versa through the Oneness of All. You will then perhaps conclude one or any of the following:

· You need that person in your life or that particular experience with that person that you may grow, come into a greater understanding of you or to simply be a facilitator that you may shine your God light and love

· That person needs you to teach or guide them to where they must be or merely sow a seed of wisdom or water the withering love within

· That person is a reminder to you that each of God’s children is unique and through their unique personalities they are seeking to reunite with God even if they are not aware of this.

· You may also firmly judge behavior that is unbalanced and contrary to God’s laws which you must dissociate from without ‘hating’ the creator of that behavior

The bottom line is that most people perceive others as irritating because one or other or
both are still growing or need to develop through that particular experience. When you can see this objectively, notwithstanding your fleeting feeling of discontent with another, the joy of this revelation will rebalance your thinking that you assess yourself first before you assess another.

As God beings you needs seek after your own perfection before you require it of others.

**Student-** Thank you for these words of wisdom Master. I will go forth cognizant of this from now.

**Master-** My child I wish you to remember that when you perceive through your outer senses you create an impediment or barrier between us and you are unable to reap the influence of your balanced nature being Me. I cannot infringe or interfere with your choices; you must knowingly ask me to guide you in your perceptions that always might they be glossed with the light of objectivity.

Blessed be in Love and Purest Light

Hazel
Present and Presence -

By Hazel's Higher Self / Melchizedek

#102 Nov 1, 2010

Present and Presence -

Higher Self

You who are conscious of the expected reality of a new earth find yourselves in a unique position. You have been able to clearly see the claws of anarchy master its grip on the consciousness of the masses who are no longer free will creatures, to the extent that they are largely programmed to do the will of those who have robbed them of all sense of discernment and have scaled their eyes with mirages of power, wealth and beauty, destined to keep them as far removed from their higher selves as possible.

You yearn in the silence of your beings for evacuation and liberation from the density which imprisons your ability to recall that which you consider essential to your ‘mission’ and ‘purpose’. Yet you remain powerless to affect change on a wider level to facilitate that which you long for. You appreciate the macro context for you have been taught to seek higher knowledge and pierce through the limitations of physicality that you may enjoy new dimensions of experience if only through meditative state. You hunger to do your part to introduce the cosmic age into a world devoid of knowing and higher thinking. You are the vanguards of light and emissaries of truth who will be initiators of cosmic rectitude that your world may be put to right in due time.

Many see themselves as suffering in a frequency that no longer caters for their evolution. The wait seems painfully long doesn’t it? Yet the question I ask of you beloveds is how many of you consider that you have mastered yourselves?

The joys of being awake transcends that which you know is wrong with your world and how it should be put right. Being awake demands that each first put right within himself that which he must. No excuse is granted where knowledge exist. You are gifted with life and you who have awakened to your light must stay in the light until the manifested moment presents itself for you to take up the baton of a new role. Every moment spent in waiting for what is to come is a wasted moment. Inaction through expectation is a scourge which breeds discontent and disharmony within one and causes temporary loss of connection with divine source.

You may not yet have the power as individuals to change ‘the’ world but you have the power to change your ‘individual’ world. This is a time of greater awakening amongst you who are already awakened. I say this as the extreme energies you have experienced of late could be used to your advantage should you choose to channel it in a positive way. To the extent that you are ready you can access higher information to further assist in the opening of new portals of learning for you. Sustained effort and commitment is required.
The message dear ones is that you must live in the present as difficult and as unsavory as this may seem and sound to you. If each of you were to reflect on your passion and seek to create using that passion as your electricity, you may find your days most enjoyable and less daunting. Will you complete your projects? Perhaps not but your moments will be filled with anticipation of the results of your efforts and not in anticipation of the results of the efforts of the celestials. For their efforts will undoubtedly manifest matter. You shall witness this shortly.

When the energies in your world conspire to detract you, demean your efforts and attack with the net of weariness your physical form, reach up and take that cosmic breath, draw from higher altitudes and you will find that you shall be renewed and refreshed.

Do not allow the sinfulness in the world you inhabit to debilitate your spirit’s strength. Work on living in the ‘present’ and use every opportunity and experience to fine tune your cosmic identity in readiness for your new roles. For it is the strength of your spirit that shall help you to overcome what you may perceive as an impossible, challenging life. Yet in the very near future you will look back and be grateful for your experience. Your challenge at present is to find balance in a world that is out of sync with divine reality. If as many of you as possible can find your fulcrum and live in balance moment by moment through concerted conscious effort, you will be able in future to teach others how to do so. For balance is what your earth desperately cries for. Each must strive for that balance so that the planet can mature in balance. Live in the Present within the Presence of the Infinite spirit that His valiant light may lead you through these days with equanimity and knowing that manifestation is upon you.

Beloved children you stand on the precipice of a new tomorrow. Can you not feel the energy of change? In these final days I exhort most lovingly that you live in the power of YOU. There is higher intelligence looking after other matters to pave the way to the changes you long for. Do your part by living in the present and creating or contributing that which you can. For no effort how small is ever wasted. Use your experiences to hone and acquire to the extent of your input and desire, God mastery; for much in the future will depend on your spiritual maturity. Remember that spiritual maturity is not quantitative in measurement but qualitative. It matters not how any books you have read or messages you have channeled. Spiritual maturity is reflected in your way of life, your ability to align patterns of behavior with God values and intent and to manifest God in all that you are and do. Whatever you create in your new experience (regardless if its nature) must always be predicated on the spiritual YOU.

Live in the Present within the Presence of the One and soon you shall find that your Present is that which you desire. Express gratitude for all you have learnt in this incarnation thus far for it is your foundation for tomorrow.

I AM THAT I AM

Hazel

Hazel

www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
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Trust

By Father Melchizedek thru Hazel

# 103 Nov 3, 2010

TRUST- Father Melchizedek

I have chosen dear ones to address the topic of Trust today for it is my view that Trust is often times in your dimension either misplaced or demeaned.

I will explain in more detail as to what I mean by this. The mass consciousness of man has been programmed to trust powers which are not divinely accredited. As a result of this, man is misled in his objectives as to what he is meant to achieve in his sojourn on earth. Man has been taught to place his trust and belief in all that is superficial and sensory related so that when he cannot see, feel or touch, he believes that he is lacking. Your society is under pinned by those who seek to lead man to trust what he senses and to live within the comfort of his senses so that he feels he progresses when he creates or obtains matter in whatever form. The proof of matter is what needs to perpetually feed man’s trust; for he will lose it if he is unable through his senses to acknowledge that which is palpable before him.

Man’s notion of trust suffers from anemia in that its life blood is drained and it wears the pallor of ghostliness which could disappear without a hint because its basis is short-lived. Trust has been degraded to suit man’s purposes and its death is sure in the absence of matter or what you then call proof.

I have efforted to show you not only that man’s trust is misplaced but that it is transient and dependent on what man perceives to be tangible.

Trust as we teach it is anchored in the divine and is fed by a higher knowing which finds its origin in the light, being the God Mind. The intricacies of God’s mind are accessible to each who bears the living flame of God within and in fact you are each one with that mind. As you experience deeper communion with that mind through introspective thinking you will build up gradually a connectivity that allows you to enjoy deeper understanding of facets of God’s thinking. You can then either through gentle creeping or quantum leaps according to your choice groom your mind to partake at will, of God’s mind, which you should strive to see as a helmet or cap which covers your own. If you have the desire and commitment to achieve this level of closeness you shall then taste the true nature of what Trust is. For your belief system shall then be based on God awareness and knowledge flowing from this shall provide generous assurance needed by you in whatever area in your lives you seek this.

How many times beloveds have we told you that there is no separation? Your abilities are prepared to work for you should you exercise it to your advantage. Will you allow yourself the freedom to know YOU even better? For when you know YOU, you know God and
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when you know God you know YOU. Is it perhaps not that each of you could stretch your efforts even a tiny bit more to get to know YOU better, and in so doing trust will grow. Is it not true that as you get to know someone better you either come to trust or distrust them? Can the same not be said of you and God being one with ALL.

Is He the same God within each, not proof of your being? Do you trust you? This is a thought to ponder. If you don’t trust you I humbly suggest that you get to know the God in you and you shall find that your thinking will vary. Trust dear ones is the passion of your knowing through the God that you are able to access within you. You may say that Melchizedek sprouts meaningless words; meaningless to your mind or your senses?

None of what I say is beyond your understanding. You can grasp the meaning very easily if you choose to spend a few minutes pondering. Often times you tend to trust with your senses and not your mind. Please note the difference. When you trust with your senses you long for materialization of and in matter. When you trust with your God mind you know that notwithstanding the absence of matter, that matter will materialize as it has already been known to your mind.

You cling to that which you desire like a child clings to a comforter. Let the trust which emanates from your mind lead you comfortably in your belief that you can let go of the material comforter and know that what you desire is outworking itself in harmony with all.

Beloved children, every moment you have between ‘now and then’ (being the revolutionary moment that will change all things for good on your planet) spend it getting to know YOU better that you may learn to trust yourselves as God and in so doing prepare yourselves in greater measure for what is to come. For your ability to trust within the reasoning of your God mind will enable you to enjoy expanded perspectives in all things and will be an able accessory going forward. When you can trust from within you grow in confidence and winds of change will not hinder or hamper that trust or confidence. Does this sound surreal to some? Perhaps it might. What is surreal dear ones is in fact that which is REAL.

Acquiring and knowing that which is real takes patience and effort.

When you trust God you trust yourself, when you trust the true YOU, you trust God. That trust will never be betrayed but will only glow tirelessly in the immortal frame of light and life. Beloveds we know and appreciate the denseness that embraces your world; but that denseness need not clutter or affect your thinking. Many of you are advanced and very advanced souls and have the ability to cut through the density that seeks to create a claustrophobic hold and render you impatient and dubious as to what you believe and know is true. Take the proverbial sword of Light and Truth and cut away that which seeks to bind you and diminish your trust. Validation comes first with knowing and then it will be followed in due time by matter.

You may think that we ask much of you. Many of you already at soul level know of that which I exhort. The challenge remains for you to drink from the well of your soul and add to your current selves that you may be able wisely to go forth knowing that your trust is not misplaced.

I pour forth upon thee blessings. Accept them and know that you are cherished. That which we give to you time and time again is meant to remind you of what you know that you may
implement them in your lives and live in purpose and wisdom.

I am Father Melchizedek and I join my child in communion today to bring guidance. I desire to share with you eternal wisdom and pray that you shall each benefit.

The love of Aton be with thee
Father Melchizedek
Hazel

www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
CLEAN UP

By AA Uriel thru Hazel

# 104 Nov 7, 2010

CLEAN UP- AA Uriel

Dear All

In communion tonight I connected with AA Uriel and he asked that I bring this message. I took it as it came and cannot explain words such as 'soon' 'hour' etc. (Candace: these are figures of speech, not literal.)

Hazel

Join hands oh ye of Aton at this the hour of happening for the bells in heaven toll to welcome the new day. We prepare now to enter so hearken our words and know that finality is upon you. Do not fear as the final chapter in your planet's life comes to a heroic end. The shallowness in thy world shall soon be drained and the cleansing start with earnest in preparation for the new foundation.

The knots that have hindered your growth shall be combed away so bid farewell now. This is the time for your goodbyes to all that is no longer worthy of the new. Find closure in all that must be left behind and make thy peace with all and thyself as the promise of tomorrow demands that you clean up yourselves in a way which will mirror the cleansing promised to the planet. In these moments before you start your ascent into a vibratory pattern removed from current dimension, Clean Up. For this is the time of cleansing, not only of the planet's surface and the darkness thereon but of each who will remain thereafter.

Go within and seek that guidance as to all that must be cleared, that you may fill the lungs of your soul with the breath of fresh air uncontaminated by residues of that which might have hindered your individual progress. I speak not of that which the dark has bestowed on thee but of that which you have created in your own lives. Let go and feel within thyself the bounty of freedom that will enable you to grasp the lifeline that will be offered that you may start your climb to new horizons. Do not wait to make your peace with thee and others for these final moments should be seen as a gentle reprieve to enable thee to brush away the old, clear all that is spent, part with old habits that have no place in your new tomorrow, loosen the reigns of hatred and anger, lighten the load of guilt, remove the tight belts which causes discomfort, purge yourselves of all waste that is toxic to thy being. Consciously clean thyself in readiness. For the planet now stands poised to ejaculate all that is spent for she too is being prepared for her ascent.

There is great joy awaiting thee beloveds. The travails that you have endured would have
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been to your benefit for you are the creators of tomorrow and you have been on this plane in preparation for your new roles. You will know if you have been properly schooled and how you fared for you shall assess yourselves in due time. We the host ask that in these moments of your final sojourn on the planet that you assume the reigns of control for you and prepare yourself as one who is about to ascend higher altitudes. You will need to be light for your climb so unload that which you must and keep only that which is necessary to make the journey easy and sure.

Say good bye dear ones and with gratitude give thanks to all you have experienced and all that you have learnt for your time in this schoolroom is about to expire and you must bravely graduate to a new season in your life and assume the mantle of new roles in service. You who are staying with the planet are receiving special commendation for you have passed the test to gain you entry into a new dimension where the opportunity to serve the planet and each other will present itself that all may ascend to higher levels of consciousness in due time.

I am Uriel, come merely to enlighten you that you may know the stepping stone has been placed before you and you must listen now, for the call will soon come and you must be ready to step up. Blessings upon thee

Uriel

*Hazel*

[www.pathtofreedomistruth.com](http://www.pathtofreedomistruth.com)
Spiritual Professionalism

By Hazel, her higher self.

# 105 Nov 16, 2010

Spiritual Professionalism

Hazel's Higher Self

Your entire journey in physical manifestation is aimed at the discovery of self that self may unfold as your awareness expands through the education of your earthly experiences. Some of the experiences you choose before hand; others you create along the journey of mortal life. Seldom do you perceive the true value of your experiences until they are over and you have achieved a measure of emotional balance and perspective.

As you introspectively assess your experiences you will come to understand their role as a facilitator of self discovery. You may discover your inner strength, tenacity and distinctive character as you engage in an analysis of the purpose and meaning of these experiences.

Yet unearthing these experiential benefits should transcend a mortal understanding and assume a dynamic perspective bred by the spirit within. For you should be able to make the link that the discovery of your ‘character’ or ‘self’ is anchored in spirit. When you can make that link you will be drawn into conscious activity that leads to a harmonious working with your spirit that it may through your experiences unfold its virtues, qualities and assets for your greatest good. In allowing your spirit to work in partnership with your ego mind, the latter will eventually assume its rightful place as the servant, that the spirit within, through its blossoming in your physical incarnation shall teach you how to gain spirit mastery and thus control of self.

When the tendrils of spirit are awakened within, you shall hunger for greater attunement and as you seek through intent and sincere petition, you will begin to acquire instructions to forge a profound and continuous connection. Every effort shall yield rewards of higher understanding for never shall your spirit deny you that which you seek in truth. Your spirit will respond with the joy of its presence, the elegance of its balance, the beauty and fullness of its attributes and the wisdom of its knowledge. It desires to unfold and gleam through your experiences that in your physical incarnation you will assume the gloss of spirit. As you effort to sustain your connection your mastery will be enhanced and soon your perception of who you are will defy earthly definition as you feel and think of yourself as a cosmic being with a cosmic identity.

Your mortal life will begin to reflect cosmic truth and ways and you will knowingly contribute to raising of the consciousness of those within your sphere of reality. Spirit is already whole and for you to attain wholeness in your incarnation, spirit must be allowed to embolden your existence, meaning that, you must acquire the professionalism of spirit. Spiritual professionalism demands that you live to the standard of spirit which translates to ‘being’
all that spirit is- whole and balanced. Always must you choose the celestial highway that you may avoid the traffic of human ego which impedes your journey and deters your unfolding.

Aim high in your aspiration to acquire and enjoy the accoutrements of spirit for only then will you find and live your power, your sovereignty, your humility, your refinement, your divinity, your love, yourself, by the God manifest within you.

Seek the education that will confer spiritual professionalism and you shall become master of yourself and a teacher of men. Allow your spirit its freedom from the density of mortal existence that you may broaden your vision and perspective of human experience and find immortal triumph which will usher you into the next sequence of experience in your journey back to the Source.

Leave the mark of your spirit in your mortal achievements that those who could see will know that your acquisitions through earthly endeavour were unquantifiable yet real. When you depart to higher dimension the reward of your achieved status as a spiritual professional goes with you; its permanence never to be overridden by the transient rewards of man created power and status which will forever remain earth bound.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
Epiphany

By CM and Hazel

# 106 Nov 20, 2010

Epiphany- Christ Michael and Hazel

Christ Michael and I decided to do a message in prose of reflections of what He and Source envisages for man’s future. Tonight whilst communing He gave me a vision of two fastners hooked together. He said they represented He and I and as there is no separation, my thoughts would be His and we would engage in this co creative endeavour. I went with the flow. He calls it Epiphany for it symbolises the revelations that will be experienced by man going forward as he begins afresh on a journey to rediscover his harmony.

EPIPHANY

The wheels of change churn

And the merciful winds adeptly spiral

in a downward flow

To the rendition of celestial drums

Their catered beats coin grades of energetic plumes

Which meander on the crook of starry arms

To find their home and pour the magic of their potion

Into grounds too far removed from cosmic light

For such the Source of All has ordained

This world to find respite from darkened bliss

That children, origin of first light
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Might prize themselves away
From cultures too dispersed
To know the sacred tune within
Their very being
To find their placement
In the height of inner clarity
And hear the purposeful pulse
Of One heart
And join with their creative soul
To synthesize that perfect interlude
A welcome programme to initiate
Their baptism into holy terrain
The platform for their journey, eternal
To choose with conscious thought
The higher will
To forge new emblems framed in divine codes
And join the brotherhood of God
That man may find himself in God and God within
And join the cosmic ranks
That earthly roles may find its coordinates
By reference to celestial vibes

And man can breathe into his instrument

Tones and tunes

That they may coalesce in harmony

His inner music to be heard far and wide

That others too may find their inner song

And when his elemental world is put to right

Man will find his kingdom where he’s placed

And be the very source he seeks

His God.

Christ Michael and Hazel
The End

By AA Uriel thru Hazel

# 107 Nov 21, 2010

THE END- Arch Angel Uriel

That which has been promised is fulfilled. Fulfilment originates in the spirit and that has been accomplished. The moments shall now begin to turn into reality as events brandish your world that will leave indelible prints in its long and colorful history. The thermometer is now set at its highest and the heat will be experienced by many on your earth plane. For it is through this heat that the well needed cleansing shall in earnest begin.

The cycle peaks now and the pinnacle is conspicuous. As you take these last few steps on what has been an uphill climb with the end in sight, you will know that with every end, new beginning dawns. Let your end signal the rewards of a new tomorrow. We near the pinnacle of completion and at the peak of the mountain of this life rests a new ambience, a crater of goodness already present and waiting to be released in a fresh flow of energy that will cradle your new world.

Count the joys of today for those of tomorrow will be greater. Know thyselfs today for the uncovering of tomorrow shall bring wealth of certainty and you shall be reminded of aspects of thee that you long thought forgotten. For it is in the reminding that you shall reflect with deeper vision and begin to envisage the reality of your new day after the end of the old.

If you can listen with intent on that day you shall hear the applause from above as we welcome you to new abode and new vibration.

I have before this time requested that you say your good byes. Do not leave for tomorrow what you must do today for time shall creep upon you as a lion to its prey. Before you are aware, you shall be in new pastures. Shed unwanted aspects of thee in readiness now. We are most present with thee at this time of great awakening. Close the doors beloveds, ensure that not even a peep hole remains for now there must be no looking back. Regrets are yesteryear, hope bides its time to manifest within the glorious vision of tomorrow. Let your space rejoice in that joy. Know that for all, wherever some may go, new beginnings will be had, new opportunities present and a journey to continue in different energies. None shall die; there will only be a re establishment that all may be given fair chance to ascend. Be glad that the Mother shall return to the spice of her origin. The end bespeaks a time of great rejoicing.

The promise of the resurrection is being fulfilled before you now. Be vigilant. Join your hearts together to welcome the bright new tomorrow and give thanks to all that has passed for it has brought you to this point in your incarnation. Thank all who and which have contributed to your growth to date; for a new sequence is to begin wherein you shall utilize all you have learnt to take you forward in tune with higher resolve.
This is the END beloveds. The clock is short a few seconds of stopping. Prepare yourselves now. Go within and ensure that YOU are attired in your best wear, so that you glow with divine radiance. Prepare to give your best to others and let your mood delight in all that is spiritual. For this is your homecoming. Listen out as the celestial music begins that you may be ready to participate in the first dance of this your ascension parade.

Our Father, You who have dwelt within us in this incarnation, we give Thee thanks for Your perpetual presence and the continuous guidance of Your Light within, even in those times when we could not see or know. How we bless this our experience acknowledging that where we are now is a credit to the extent that we allowed you to manifest within and through our lives. We glorify in the sanctuary of our inner light as we take these last steps that will gain us entry into our new world. Be with us even and ever more that our inner awareness may assume a greater dimension of knowing and purpose as we transcend and transition into new grounds that will earn us and offer us opportunities to further bridge the divide between physical and spiritual. As we bid goodbye, we do so in love and gratitude and we look forward to creating spiritual sentiments going forward, that which last eternally.

I am Uriel come to redefine what the end means and to remind you that this promise is upon you now. Rejoice.

Uriel come in the light of Aton.
The Voice

By Father Melchizedek thru Hazel

# 108 Nov 27, 2010

The Voice- Father Melchizedek

The voice within often speaks but is seldom heard in the consciousness of its receiver. You have been programmed to hear that which is external through your outer physical ears. The various noises that you are subjected to on your plane of existence contaminate your ability to listen in silence and to silence. That which is on the outside creates confusion and hampers the ability of your spirit to have a voice in your lives. It is this voice in priority to all others that you should be attentive to; for this is the voice which will offer wisdom, truth, discernment, clarity and reason.

This voice is in fact the voice of the inner God whose utterances are in fact directives which will enable you to secure in your understanding greater knowledge of your place, purpose and role. It is the hidden wealth that you seek after, during your sojourn on earth. Seldom do you start your exploration within and there lies your error in judgment. The journey to find yourselves, your motivations, your passion, your purpose, your root, must always as a matter of course commence inwardly. It is the inward journey that provides the petrol which sustains the outward journey. It is where you go when you need to refill your engines that you may continue through your life experiences in a knowing way. Many journey outwardly with an empty gas tank. They are not filled from within and therefore seek to sustain themselves by that which is external to them. The external always becomes spent which engenders discontent and which inevitably leads to hungering for more which tend to be conceptually matter or material.

There are those who make a conscious choice not to go inwardly to seek for they do not believe that anything exists there. Their entire lives gravitate around a limited understanding that conjures mental pictures of greatness achieved through the workings of material wealth. This is how they seek to define themselves and present themselves to the world. They form fixed views as to what is required for them to accomplish in order to carve out a name for themselves in the world. Frequently they seek to achieve recognition as someone, through the gaining of things, be it money power or fame. Yet empty are their inner coffers for they refuse to give their inner being (the truth of their identity) a say in their lives. Many decline to answer the call of their inner promptings or merely pay lip service to it. Their lives become either that of a speeding train whose brakes have malfunctioned or a defective train which makes gradual moves then comes to a standstill for lack of fuel. All because that inner voice is ignored or buried deep below the noise clutter within the human ego mind. The voice of the ego seeks supremacy and that is the voice most listened to and followed. The ego seeks to show off its grandeur through the arrogance of all knowing and in some cases seeks to assume its rightful place by its measure against the elitist barometer.
Your whole journey on your plane is meant for you to find yourself through inner awareness and discover your most potent sword and shield, being your inner power derived from knowing that God resides within you and that it is His voice which echoes through His guidance that will assist you in forging a life that is spirit worthy and fulfilling. When you can hear that inner voice, should you decide to follow its directions you shall find that your path will appear clear and even though there may be inevitable bumps along the way, the voice within shall always show you how to surmount them or how to see them for the value they have in teaching you the lessons you need to learn as you journey towards wholeness and mastery. The voice within will always speak truth and offer balanced perspectives and guidance. It is not there to fuel your ego or to provide unconditional support in your effort to assert your “rightness”. It is there to guide and to teach that you may through your earthly life learn to adopt its voice as your voice, its wisdom and mastery as yours so that you can live and be you as you allow the God within to manifest.

If you could but spare moments in your days to clear the inner clutter and invite your friend within to speak, you shall hear most clearly and you will begin to know the difference between your inner voice and your outer voice (which is controlled predominantly by ego) and thus you will begin a harmonious relationship with your spirit. You will live your life within the aura of higher understanding and shall constantly effort to extend yourselves to maintain communion with the source of your divine energy.

I am Father Melchizedek and I exhort you to listen, listen to the hidden silent voice for this is what all men seek on his outward journey. To have a voice you must find your voice, that which is real and enduring. It is your inner voice that will transform your outward journey and affect the course of your life on earth.

In the Light I come to bring blessings.

The voice within often speaks but is seldom heard in the consciousness of its receiver. You have been programmed to hear that which is external through your outer physical ears. The various noises that you are subjected to on your plane of existence contaminate your ability to listen in silence and to silence. That which is on the outside creates confusion and hampers the ability of your spirit to have a voice in your lives. It is this voice in priority to all others that you should be attentive to; for this is the voice which will offer wisdom, truth, discernment, clarity and reason.

This voice is in fact the voice of the inner God whose utterances are in fact directives which will enable you to secure in your understanding greater knowledge of your place, purpose and role. It is the hidden wealth that you seek after, during your sojourn on earth. Seldom do you start your exploration within and there lies your error in judgment. The journey to find yourselves, your motivations, your passion, your purpose, your root, must always as a matter of course commence inwardly. It is the inward journey that provides the petrol which sustains the outward journey. It is where you go when you need to refill your engines that you may continue through your life experiences in a knowing way. Many journey outwardly with an empty gas tank. They are not filled from within and therefore seek to sustain themselves by that which is external to them. The external always becomes spent which engenders discontent and which inevitably leads to hungering for more which tend to be conceptually matter or material.
There are those who make a conscious choice not to go inwardly to seek for they do not believe that anything exists there. Their entire lives gravitate around a limited understanding that conjures mental pictures of greatness achieved through the outward workings of material wealth. This is how they seek to define themselves and present themselves to the world. They form fixed views as to what is required for them to accomplish in order to carve out a name for themselves in the world. Frequently they seek to achieve recognition as someone, through the gaining of things, be it money power or fame. Yet empty are their inner coffers for they refuse to give their inner being (the truth of their identity) a say in their lives. Many decline to answer the call of their inner promptings or merely pay lip service to it. Their lives become either that of a speeding train whose brakes have malfunctioned or a defective train which makes gradual moves then comes to a standstill for lack of fuel. All because that inner voice is ignored or buried deep below the noise clutter within the human ego mind. The voice of the ego seeks supremacy and that is the voice most listened to and followed. The ego seeks to show off its grandeur through the arrogance of all knowing and in some cases seeks to assume its rightful place by its measure against the elitist barometer.

Your whole journey on your plane is meant for you to find yourself through inner awareness and discover your most potent sword and shield, being your inner power derived from knowing that God resides within you and that it is His voice which echoes through His guidance that will assist you in forging a life that is spirit worthy and fulfilling. When you can hear that inner voice, should you decide to follow its directions you shall find that your path will appear clear and even though there may be inevitable bumps along the way, the voice within shall always show you how to surmount them or how to see them for the value they have in teaching you the lessons you need to learn as you journey towards wholeness and mastery. The voice within will always speak truth and offer balanced perspectives and guidance. It is not there to fuel your ego or to provide unconditional support in your effort to assert your “rightness”. It is there to guide and to teach that you may through your earthly life learn to adopt its voice as your voice, its wisdom and mastery as yours so that you can live and be you as you allow the God within to manifest.

If you could but spare moments in your days to clear the inner clutter and invite your friend within to speak, you shall hear most clearly and you will begin to know the difference between your inner voice and your outer voice (which is controlled predominantly by ego) and thus you will begin a harmonious relationship with your spirit. You will live your life within the aura of higher understanding and shall constantly effort to extend yourselves to maintain communion with the source of your divine energy.

I am Father Melchizedek and I exhort you to listen, listen to the hidden silent voice for this is what all men seek on his outward journey. To have a voice you must find your voice, that which is real and enduring. It is your inner voice that will transform your outward journey and affect the course of your life on earth.

In the Light I come to bring blessings.

Candace: This voice is of course the Thought Adjuster which since Pentacost 2000 years ago, comes to all NORMAL minds when the person makes their first real moral choice. Usually around age 5. Most do not consciously hear this voice, who are "new souls" until
they reach first circle. The thought adjusters, according to one source in the UB ARE GOD.

Now most of you are long fused with your thought adjuster, and thus it is your "higher self" who is issuing the advice, and higher self is a dumb word, but it's all we have. It's your real you.

Christians keep trying the "hear" the Holy spirit which they think is 3rd person of the Trinity. It is the thought adjustor, which is first person of the Trinity.
Revival

By Hazel's Higher Self/Melchizedek

# 109 Dec 12, 2010

Candace: this piece from Hazel's higher self, (she is a Melchizedek) was the result of discussions on the forum, including discussion about AH.

Revival- Higher self teaching

I took counsel from my higher self this morning as I always strive to respond with a balanced, spiritually objective perspective. Each of us is on a journey and none has yet arrived at the goal regardless of who our higher selves may be. It is a constant striving.

So this message came this morning and it is given in Love, Light, Truth, Compassion and Encouragement.

Blessed be in Love and Purest Light

Revival

Abundant Hope is not just another organization. Anyone aligned to the AH mission must be aligned with its purpose, object and vision. By now a special knowing within should have become apparent which gives an inner assurance.

AH is a foundational structure which shall be built upon by many God hands during the future to assist in the unfoldment of light in your world. The strength always lies in the foundation. If the foundation is weak the structure will not stand. You the members are the foundation and any weakness causes instability. Knowing, trust, faith, belief and higher understanding based on the octave of cosmic consciousness creates the binding elements which makes you a cohesive and unbreakable foundation.

In becoming a member of AH, each of you made a conscious choice to work with God and the hosts to effect change in your world. Yet making this choice should strengthen your responsibility to yourself as a spiritual being. This requires you to constantly strive for the perfection within you in unity with your true being that you may effort to attain balance within to be manifested without.

These words must never be construed as criticism but as encouragement. You are aware
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of the I AM within you and must of necessity harness its power to attain your fullest potential. The I AM cannot live for you but can live through you if you give it permission to and nurture your relationship with HIM/HER.

Dear ones you are each being stretched in different ways. This is your testing ground. This is your opportunity to truly shine your God light. Is it not God’s will that you be God in manifest? Is it not that I AM THAT I AM means, that which I Am is God and that which I Am is the soul? The I AM within you desires you to know more, to come into higher understanding, not to be left in the dark. You are entitled to ask questions and seek clarification as you work in unity with your spirit, not against it. Question in and with intelligence through your God mind.

Build up that inner dialogue. Seek to understand the workings of your spirit so that you may understand God and His ways. Do so in love and truth and not in confrontation, disbelief or diminished trust. For when you confront the mighty spirit within in this way, you create a disconnection with that spirit and therefore yourself. You are immediately thrown into an ocean of bewilderment, lack of control and desperation.

The words you utter from your lips must always be tested that your true intention and commitment reflect tangibly through your actions and your projections. This is the yardstick of measure.

If you truly believe that you are working in oneness with God you will always endeavor to understand His ways and works, through the oneness of your God mind. For this is where your spiritual independence lies. You are not required to believe anyone else.

However, for you to know what is truth and believe it, requires you to cultivate an intimate relationship with the God within and as you maintain that connection, truth, understanding and assurance shall fill you. When you can experience this your heart and soul will ever be buoyant even amidst the drudgery of earthly existence.

You cannot escape your lives dear ones only live it. Please choose to live it knowingly with the divine within you and you shall experience beauty, joy and triumph of spirit as you begin to see your power create that which is of the highest in all you do.

You cannot experiment with your spirit. You cannot dip into the ethereal well and pull out when the temperature soars. You need immerse yourself in its warmth and comfort and utilize its attributes before you can experience its spiritual out workings in your life.

Let your love for yourself, being the God within be your desire and motivation, that your inner light may be kindled and your discipline triggered to devote your effort and time to being that which God envisaged for you.

The call went out and you chose to answer. Following your God light will not always be easy; for the chosen path of faith will be abound with obstacles. Yet this sprouts opportunities for you to prove your God mastery and to act and live as Higher Universal man even in your current dimension.

You may know all of this already but a reminder is always beneficial to assist you in re
focusing on that which transcends your lower self.

Let the joy of your knowing and understanding effervesce in your heart for the Father within each of you is real, He is true and HIS WILL shall be done. Learn from Him for He will always be your greatest teacher. Even in your lack of understanding seek His instruction that you may ‘know’ even when you do not quite understand.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
A Christmas message - NADA

By By Hazel and NADA

# 110 Dec 15, 2010

A Christmas message - NADA

The joys of the season behold thee and you on earth who subscribe to Christianity prepare to celebrate the birth of your beloved Christ. Such celebration though promulgated through genuine intent is indeed a fictitious conjure of man based on false information fed to him for many aeons.

Regardless of this beloveds, the season has lost its focus as most view it as a celebration of matter rather than spirit. They have cultivated the celebration rather than allow the true meaning to influence their minds and hearts and direct their actions. There is the joy which will abound the hearts of many who have a genuine love for the Father notwithstanding that they have been misled and mist aught the true reason for Christ's bestowal on earth. Yet their journey has been based predominantly on mistruths and half truths. Man's mind remains at this time clouded in the dense fog of misinformation.

The celestial news however, is that this season of earthly celebration should in fact be treated as a celebration of change. This is the Season of change which is upon you now. The change I speak of is a turn over from darkness to light and correction of lies to truth. This is the season when truth shall be awakened in the souls of men that they may turn to their light in a knowing way. Truth will bloom in the light of day as the dark forces diminish in strength and existence.

There is great cause for rejoicing in these times dear ones as the Father has this time bestowed the rank of freedom not only for the earth but also for his children. The very hand of freedom sweetly sweeps upon the sombre plains of your plane of existence. The sweeping up is well under way and when all is cleared to the Father's satisfaction then you little ones will see clearly again your way.

Let this Christmas season be filled with the echo of freedom for this will be His gift to you. I ask that you free yourselves during this time of all and anything which has inhibited your growth; for to taste the freedom that is at hand requires you to be free within.

The experience will be grander and more meaningful when you are able even in the now to say I AM FREE. Freedom comes from within. It is a state of mind cultured by the measure of your God connected self. It cannot be attained from the realms of matter. Even if bestowed upon you, your ability to enjoy it will depend on the level you have been able to emancipate yourself of the dark elements within, whatever their nature. It is for you beloveds to free yourselves of the inner clutter which causes disharmony and imbalance so that you could enjoy the Father's bestowal upon you. The light of heaven is very much shining this day on the earth as she is being prepared now for her long awaited
freedom. What a happy day this is in our realms dear ones, for what I see for you is magnificent - the accomplishment of the Father's will for you His little ones. Dawning is so close. You are in the midst of it and cannot truly comprehend the measure of what has already taken place and is taking place currently. The fruits you shall witness with your very eyes. You shall not be left in doubt. Prepare to be elated for this freedom will be like none you have ever known in this incarnation.

Hold on beloveds for the ride is going to get very interesting in the days to come as you witness the hand of God clean and renew and the voice of God speak.

This is my message to you that you may understand that the garment of Freedom is already being placed upon thee.

Forgive me little ones for not wishing you a Happy or Merry Christmas for I desire to keep these times real. The happiness you shall experience will be the wave of relief you experience as Freedom finally hits the shores and not from the festive creations of man during the end of what is an epoch rather than 1 year in your counting.

May your hearts be filled with merriment as this knowledge seeds through to your very being.

I AM NADA and I say that the jewel of Freedom, your greatest blessing has been released. I bid you tidings of joy at this declaration.
INNER PRESENCE - Higher Self teachings

By Hazel's Higher Self.

# 111 Dec 15, 2010

INNER PRESENCE- Higher Self teachings

The embers of your retiring soul spark to remind you of its immortal presence. Even in its trim revealing form it can energize you with an idea or feeling which takes you to a fleetingly new and sudden understanding. It gives out morsels of timely flickers to draw you to attend to its embryonic light. Once you have found the spark, it will brandish and parade its value and power that you may be enticed through desire to fuel it into a fully fledged flame. The inner presence being your light, the living flame of you, will begin to unwrap itself and blossom in response to your seeking. It beckons you that it may lovingly show you the way home.

This inner presence is your constant companion, the only dependable source in your life. It is the way, through the lighted path it has prepared for you, to immortal glory. It will introduce you to faculties of higher understanding and help you to transit the bridge between mortal and immortal.

Your inner presence combines all and everything in the oneness of its elemental nature. In its essence it is God so it knows all that God knows. It represents and is a fraction YET the whole of God's light, God's mind, Creation. Never can there be disunity within the realms of that inner conjunct; for this fraternal energy is that which is real and capable of separation only through simulated thought by the very One who is its origin.

It is the ego mind of created man that carves a distinction in blissful unawareness that he hoards for himself that which is lesser and ostracizes through ignorance that which is more, all and sovereign. He alienates that which he seeks to discover in his very life i.e. himself. He chooses the finite above the infinite as his ego perception assures him that the finite is his measure. Yet it is the infinite, intangible energy within him that can inspire, influence and motivate him to powerful awakening and achievement if he would but take the time to fan the embers of the infinite presence within. Man seeks his power in the reflection of matter and disregards that which is his natural, inbred empowerment.

The inner presence within each is the same. Unquenchable, unreserved, buoyant and serenely perfect, it requires pure application of lavish attention that its momentum builds to create a working rhythm with you that you eventually may assume its vibration and fragrance. This inner presence desires active matrimonial harmony through willing consummation that it may confer that balance which becomes the perennial motivating energy in your life as mirrored in your perspective and actions.

Your inner presence is the faithful Husband/Wife, Father/Mother who loves without margin; with patient awaiting and who tolerates imbalanced patterns whilst always seeking to re
direct you on your path. It offers comfort, forgiveness and transmutation without intrusive intent that you may progress through your lessons to fulfillment. It will never foist its power on you for it must be claimed never imposed.

There is nothing eccentric about your inner presence. It manifests all that is perfect. It defines you when you can engage your energies in its perfection. You will never define your inner light for you are an extension of it and if allowed it will define you through your outer expression of its manifested power.

As your inner presence assumes an increasingly dominant role in your life, your perceptions of you and your power will transition from ego orientation to celestial disposition. Once the bindings occur you will never wish to experience life without that ethereal presence. This delightful union will unearth, unleash and create miracles. It will provide you with a purpose to which you can apply and reflect its power and attributes, being your own, that you as mortal through immortal connection become the beacon, the way, the PRESENCE.

I AM THAT I AM

Hazel
Power of Love- Higher Self teaching

By Hazel’s Higher Melchizedek self

# 112 Dec 22, 2010

Power of Love- Higher Self teaching

The Power of Love sourced all Creation. It embraces its creative aptitude and embroiders the fruits of its vision. Its creation is primed by pure imaginings and its purpose perfected by all that is intrinsic to itself. Love is the beauty within all creation and that beauty is Divine. For always that which is of Love is Divine in nature and instinct.

In its origin, Love is very simple, natural yet extraordinary in its empowering capacity. It uses its power to create beauty, harmony and balance. It is the Creator's will that man would know himself as Love and know Love as himself that he would see Love in all that abounds. The values and qualities of Love endure infinitely, never to be diminished in the cosmic framework of creation. Yet man through his limited knowledge, confined by ego related perceptions and interpretations has degraded, blemished and diluted that which is powerful, pure and joyous. He has de-scaled the frequency of original Love in his mortal application.

Love has become confused, as matter, things and emotions guide and interfere with man's ability to understand his primal nature. Man's perspective is generated by an amalgam of egocentric and physical needs which becomes easily muddled with feelings of the heart. Love is often perceived in the context of romance, sex or familial association. Many men seek Love and although instinctively recognizes its value, cannot seem to comprehend it in its totality and live its nature.

Man is required to be Love, but he cannot be that which he neither knows nor understands. To be Love, man must know God as himself. He can only know God as himself if he dissociates himself from the material outwardly and seeks the ethereal inwardly. It is intended for man to align himself with God values and he shall do so when he finds ‘God Love’ for this brand of Love resonates every virtue man on his journey will ever seek to espouse.

The Love of God is man's true power. Perfect and pure in origin, its comforting balm is the security man seeks in his life. Its creative force and potential is the romantic energy generated by that One Love. True Love completes, fills and harmonizes man's inner being that he becomes a vessel of Love, a carrier of invaluable attributes.

Never will you ‘need' another to love you when God's Love fills you; for you become Love personified and as you give from your vessel He with whom you are One shall replenish; for He dwells within and is never lacking. Your actions, words and works shall vibrate with the frequency of that which is Love.
Love requires no definition. It expresses itself through your creations and the measure of your God Love will always be apparent in and through that which you create. When Love becomes man's fulcrum all of his creations will bespeak its timeless virtues.

Man is only recently discovering the power of Love through his ability to heal when he uses that love fired by pure intent to create wholeness in self or others. He is yet to fully realize though that Love creates the Whole. That which is ethereal, celestial and universal will always respond to expressions of pure love by further empowering the giver that the giver comes into an even more profound understanding of his power as being One with the Universe.

It is time that man comes into a higher understanding of the Power of Love that his ascending journey may be made in truth and in the clarity of God's Light which is one and the same with His love.

Love need not be adapted, adjusted or culturalized. IT JUST IS. Man needs to understand and integrate the culture of God's love as he progresses. He shall be inclined to willingly do so when he is moved by his inner light and is able to experience the ecstasy of his union with his Creator. For it is through this bonding that he will find that which he ever seeks, being the illusive Love and he will realize that the feeling of ecstasy is the primary and real emotion of Love. It is only then that he can know Love and its power and come into the knowing of his power.

I AM THAT I AM

Hazel
Get into position- Uriel

By AA Uriel thru Hazel

#113 Dec 26, 2010

Get into position- Uriel

The final pieces of the puzzle are being fitted now in their respective places on the board of this divine orchestration in preparation for action. All that you have been told during this your last year will now be coming to fruition as signs become more and more apparent in your physical world. The proof you require will be ample and the world will witness the very second coming many have been waiting for. Mankind will receive no less than a shock as the truth begins to unravel before their very eyes.

There shall be in pockets around the world rejoicing and in other confusion whilst in others disbelief. The responses are sure to be varied. What is interesting is that mankind will in many places come together in unity with each other. We make no firm predictions as to how matters will evolve as we speak in the language of projections.

So what is the purpose of this my message? You have been told several times to prepare. Now I come to emphasize that you are close to the gate that is going to be unlocked for you very soon and you are going to exit that gate and on the outside you will be expected to deal with various occurrences that accords with divine plan. Many of you will be led to the roles you must undertake as the gate opens. We ask that in preparation for your roles you stay as connected at you can with your higher selves, being your God light and be prepared to hear communication for higher beings during that period whereby you shall receive instructions to carry out your tasks. Build up in these last few days that inner relationship that you feel comfortable receiving that inner guidance; for in the days ahead this will be a valuable resource as your role as God's workers are triggered by higher events.

This time will be an exciting time for all who are here to serve and are in the knowing. You must be prepared to discharge your duties honorably. Do not be concerned that you will not know what to say or do for you shall be led once you are able to stay connected to your source, You will also experience enhance memory recall which will provide much needed assurance during moments of uncertainty.

You are now poised dear ones on the closing end of the cycle and much has been done over many many years to prepare for this eventuality. Granted, events have overtaken set plans but from our vantage point it would now seems as if the whistle is about to be blown to kick start the final leg of the race. You would come to the realization in due course that it was all worth the wait. Bear in mind that at any one time you cannot in your dimension appreciate the finite details of all that is taking place above but the reality of the results shall speak for itself and you shall understand what it is the celestial have been doing for all these years.
This project has been onerous on many and you cannot begin to fathom how so. In time you shall be briefed that you may understand more the intricate aspects of this cause, plans for which have had to be fashioned and refashioned for one reason or another.

We ask at this time that you spend moments to express gratitude to those who have contributed and participated courageously to furthering this cause, for their work shall be remembered by all in the celestial realms to be recalled for a very long time to come.

We ask that you be at peace with yourselves and others at this time for you must find and cultivate your patience with others as this will be a necessity days to come.

Little ones of God thank you for your faithful service and loyal support. We know when you walk on earth plane you tread on difficult grounds but the rewards of this your journey will exceed the difficulties you have encountered therein.

I bid you peace as the troubled times shall soon draw to an end and you shall have respite as you are prepared to embark on a new life anchored in divine tenets.

I am Uriel come in the Light of Aton. I say to thee to get thy running shoes out and stand in position for when that whistle blows the last leg of the race will start and prepare you must be to find your spiritual stamina to make it to and through the finish line.

Uriel
Oneness and Alignment, Oneness and Ecstasy

By Hazel's Higher Self

# 114 Jan 7, 2011

I AM LIGHT, I AM ECSTASY, A Joy to Behold, A Joy to Be. My energy pluralizes as I divide myself to create, and rest I do in each part of the conjoint that each may through established connection attain a state of being, and experience the prized feeling of Oneness. Oneness is the whole, undivided, cohesive and complete. When you feel my presence within your form, joy springs like the dawning sun and suddenly flickers of ecstasy applauds. Your material world becomes marginalised as you begin to be anchored from within by a sustainable energy, undiminished.

The Oneness you experience distances itself from that which is possessory for the spirit does not possess the physical and the physical can never possess that which is free. It is simply a fusion of energy which originates from One and the same Source. The Oneness you experience in your physical dimension is a return to origin so to speak. There is no disconnect but empowerment birthed by the union of physical and spiritual.

The Oneness in being expresses itself in thought, feeling and knowing as you enter into the hallowed realms of spirit. Your experience of Oneness no matter how fleeting will encourage a cultivation of conscious effort to remain within the precincts of spirit that you accept your spirit as a knowing and welcome companion every moment of your journey regardless of dimension.

The knowing of Oneness belies your progression as spiritual individuals and as a civilisation. Your efforts to remain connected that you may experience wholeness will eventually yield the reward of your spirit being your depth as well as your surface. You will find that eventually without meditation as you know it, your spirit will respond to your calling wherever you are. As you court your spirit, its dormancy is released into a vibrant awakening, willing and desirous to unfold for your benefit to express its mastery in your dimension.

You shall be moved as you progress within and earn rewards of maintaining a connectedness with your Source, to ever remain aligned. For you shall quickly achieve the wisdom that you cannot sustain joy, love, peace, balance and success without the participation of your spirit. Participation is facilitated through a cultured connectivity as you daily invite your higher self to express itself through you in thought, action, words and being.

You will have come into the secret of self sustenance through the receipt of codes which if used purely and with intent divine, shall activate and sustain your alignment. Those codes are simply desire, discipline, devotion and delight. When you desire to reap the benefits of
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spirit for use in your mortal journey you will invest the effort. Your vision will be enhanced and you shall accept and offer no excuses. When you desire to experience and express your potency you will find your discipline. When you desire to know your spirit, delight will flood your very being with each new revelation given by spirit that it is with pure delight and love that you seek more of you.

The experience of Oneness confers assurance and a higher understanding of your place in the universe and within God’s creation. The intelligence of Oneness exceeds that of your lower mind.

Always will you know when you have that experience for a feeling of déjà vu will attend as an unconscious knowing reveals an awareness of who you are. Your understanding of ecstasy is far removed from its true meaning and expression. It may superficially connote vibrancy in feelings accompanied by excitement yet conversely it conjures a state of rest, peace, stillness, serenity, placidity, abject knowing and quiet assurance whose joyous nature reflects in the frequency of light and energy you radiate outwardly.

When you experience Oneness with your Source and All, an all inclusive feeling of love transcends physical acquaintance that you look upon your brothers and sisters with whom you have no physical tie or bond and know that they are projections of the One and therefore aspects of you. The love of your spirit shall then proceed to teach you to embrace ALL. It will influence and inspire an expansive thought process that you may seek to understand each with reverence.

It is time to loosen the shackles if short-sightedness and confined thinking and to demand that your ego mind takes its rightful place as servant to Master spirit, that you may afford yourself the opportunity of embarking on a relationship which offers moment to moment support, renewal, excitement, wisdom, peace, balance, joy and empowerment. Do not sequester yourself to a life bereft of spirit camaraderie. Though you walk in mortal form you can learn to speak and understand the language of spirit, your true language, that you may reside knowingly in your sovereignty and live the destiny of your soul. The key is alignment with the One.

This is my space
Where electricity flows in streaks of lightening
And leaves an afterglow of timelessness

This is my space
Where all discord evaporates
And Oneness is bred in the wake of my divinity
Where solitude speaks its wisdom
And my true education begins

This is my space
Where the I AM comes alive
And feeds me with the milk of life- Truth
That I may by its sustenance
Chart my course to higher grounds.
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This is my space
Where my soul’s expressions
Harmonises me to its vibratory grid
Where there is no beginning, no end, just eternity.

This is my space
Where I am moved by my true being
Where my jaundiced vision clears
And the surrealness of spirit’s crystalline measure
Reflects the reality of me

This is my space
Where the lamps which light my path
Entices me to the treasure chest
The bearer of my heritage

This is my space
Where silence courts
Those gems stored in the pockets of my soul
That I may be touched by iridescence
To be a walking light in this world

This is my space
Where joy’s pulps explodes in freedom, succulent
And charismatic energy overflows

This is my space
The beatitude of my existence
My kingdom, my heaven, my home

I AM THAT I AM

Hazel

Blessed be in Love and Purest Light
Release and Surrender

By Hazel's Higher Self

# 115 Jan 11, 2011

Release and Surrender- Higher self

This message is directed to those who know but seldom take action, those who suspect but whose reticence, inbred optimism or fallacious thinking prevents them from investigating and those who are bound and blinded by things of this world.

Global unity of hearts is necessary during these daunting times as the lessons become denser that man may in these final days learn the truth.

As the firmament moves so too shall the planet and in her ascension she shall find her release of all that has contained her for aeons.

She is currently releasing long accumulated toxins through her belly and expelling that which is caustic that she may attain her lightness. She is being purged and it is through this purgation that she will find her freedom and embrace her resurrection. Always has she submitted to the will of God and it is in her surrender that the glorious light will be reclaimed, that which has for too long been tempered in swathes of darkness.

This is the time for release and surrender. You are in the inevitable throes of the ascension and you are required to relieve yourself of limitations imposed by confined, erroneous thinking influenced by a diet of misinformation and lies. You must surrender to the light for only then will the decadence of darkness which paralyses you and your world raise its ugly head to disintegrate into oblivion. For you hold the power to overthrow the darkness through the energy of your thoughts. Yet the collective continues to dwell in ignorance and give credence to those ungodly energies by continuing to sustain its prowess.

You must release all that impedes your progress. Yet to effectively detach you must be open to and aware of the greater changes taking place. Only then will you be able to clearly understand that the current energies demand release from the individual to the collective. You will learn in days to come that you will fare better in your understanding and acceptance if you could use the current signs given to you as an indicator of what is transpiring.

You are required to take an objective view of your world as it is currently, to see and know that the end is portended by events already manifesting on your plane. Can you ones not see that the ghost of death hovers like blackbirds over waste? Yes dear ones I speak of death of all that is old, unclean, unnatural, ungodly, contaminated and beyond repair. In their death you ones shall find release; free to live your power and light without inhibition.

All that no longer serves the planet is being released. Seek out that which does not serve -- AH- Hazel #3 -- page. 40
you and release it voluntarily and knowingly and affirm your readiness to embrace the truth so that your journey may continue on that premise.

Surrender to your true self and come to know the will of the ONE that clarity may belie your path. Remove the fetters that keep you bound to this dimension that you may find your buoyancy in higher vibrations. Release your spirit self and surrender to a higher knowing that you are in transition. You cannot stay bound as you are, for by the natural course of the planet’s rise, you too must move. Will your move be ascending, lateral or descending? The choice is yours but move you shall!

Surrender to the higher authority and you shall find a natural, welcome release and in this release you shall experience relief and certainty. If you resist release and surrender you shall experience a greater sense of discomfort which will eventually manifest in confusion disbelief and resentment as events continue to unfold radically in your world.

Your world now pivots on its axis, geo-physically and on that of great rewarding change. You are inextricably a part of this change.

Release, Surrender and Rise; Surrender, Release and Rise; for it is only through your ability and willingness to do so that your future, your destiny shall be mapped in the ascending flow. What will it be?

I AM THAT I AM

Hazel
A matter of interpretation or misinterpretation?

By Father Melchizedek thru Hazel

# 116 Jan 16, 2011

A matter of interpretation or misinterpretation?- Father Melchizedek and Higher self

It is noteworthy the variance between ones’ understanding of concepts and terminologies. Interpretation is mainly subjective as each tends through the influences of his/her conditioning and core values to assign meanings which meet these imperatives.

The mainstream views and projections have largely affected ones’ interpretation and construction of age old terms and concepts. A very large dose of discernment is needed with the additional attempt of man to access his logical mind to exercise reason.

Too often there is the immature tendency to go with the general understanding, viewpoint or collective thought process without independent research or exploration. Man often treats knowledge as an acquisition that must be found in text, books or other external sources. The beginning of knowledge is never himself but always sourced in something or someone outside him.

The cumulative effect often results in mans’ short-sightedness which leads to lack of understanding of the whole. His vision goes no further than that which his outer eyes could see and his brain record, analyse and recall. His god-mind remains dormant for want of use. Have you ever wondered why man in the days when the Master Teacher walked the earth could not comprehend the teachings in the parables without explanation? Yes little ones, apart from a general un readiness on their part, it is because they sought to be told that which was truth rather than think and digest through their god-minds, that the answers they sought may be given. There is still in large a culture of “outer reality” meaning seeking that which is real and true outwardly.

Man needs to expand the horizon of his thinking, his thought patterns and structures. It is through his desire that he will begin to see concepts in a different light as the God light shines on his understanding taking him beyond the limits of accepted mortal abilities and showing him the way to a more erudite form of thinking.

It is the latter that will lead man to the truth and it is the truth that will bear him to his freedom that he may live his life in knowing and not in doubt.

Many espouse good intentions but have been sorely misled and have in seeking to follow the blind, themselves become blind to the truth, necessary to direct the course of their journey with assurance. Misinformation often flows from misinterpretation.

I wish to give you an example that will illustrate the lesson. A very well used term flouted -- AH- Hazel #3 -- page. 42
by new agers in your world is that man must “BE” and in so being resist “Doing”. For in the state of “Being” man “IS”. Does it not have a rather poetic sound? Yet the meaning attached to the phrase “To BE” or “Just BE” is a rather cynical juxtaposition of mans’ limited influences, consciousness and knowledge with copious yet varied interpretations.

Meanings have been prescribed to the phrase which bears little resemblance at all to its profound connotation.

To Be is a state which finds its origin in the Christ light, the One consciousness of which all are a part.

To BE simply speaking means that you must Be like God through the reflection of your inner god. BE the God within.

To BE entails being your true self by living your knowing, understanding and truth.

To Be is to allow the spirit within you to champion your thoughts, actions and works

To Be for you ones is to aim for mastery over and of self so that you gain ascended status and move into Christ consciousness. I use the word aim dear ones because how many can say that every moment in their journey they can BE by manifesting God. Being requires a great deal of commitment, mental and spiritual effort on your part. Which part of this explanation suggests that to Be requires inaction, inertia or apathy?

Can you Be without doing? It may appear so. Let us take the example of you in quiet communion with your god self. Through your connectedness you experience divine communion and though it appears that you are just being, you are most times down loading higher rebalancing energies and accessing information from a higher source. When the communion ends you feel rejuvenated, centred and primed. Through that state of communion you were actively being refuelled. Stillness and motion is still not well understood in your world. They are integral to each other.

Certainly you must cultivate the ability to be still so that you can forge inner connections but this stillness must not be confused with “Being”. In order that you may BE you must know how to be still that you may be taught what it means to BE.

Little ones when you can Be the God within, the reflection of serenity will always be your companion thus casting you in a radiant glow that you may be perceived as balanced, pure and connected. You will BE and be perceived as such by others through what you intrinsically reflect. Yet no man will know that through being you are constantly doing, through your efforts.

God is ever creating from a point of stillness. HE IS YET HE DOES. So too must you. You are on an ascending journey and this requires constant doing on your part, for progress will only be achieved through thoughtful action.

When you have attained certain mastery you will find it easier to Be the love essence that God IS. You will understand that love is always in action through doing, be it through a thought, energy projection or positive gesture towards another.
To Be is uplifting and venerating and demands being in and of service to others. When you seek to “Be or you are “Being” you will find yourself propelled to take whatever positive action needs be taken for the greatest good of all.

That which you do must always be within the context of your effort to BE like and manifest the God energy. Action that is not consonant with your desire will take you no further in your “being”.

You must BECOME- BE COME like God to BE Like Him or BE ONE WITH HIM. Become is loaded with active intent and action. Do not be misguided that it is easy to BE, for you must go through the lessons and training to acquire the tools. You must be able to live in a state of connectedness with your Source and ALL, to BE.

Do not allow anyone to marginalise or downgrade the importance and necessity of the effort and discipline it requires to BE. Most cannot comprehend its significance.

Be the word of God instead of interpreters of the word. You shall be able to accomplish this when you know God and His truth. Even so, being the word means living it and there is no insouciance when one lives the word of God.

All thinking should flow from your God mind for only then will you be guided how to BE and what to do in furtherance of Being.

I AM Father Melchizedek and I come to say that the Meaning must always bear the Truth and the Truth need not be interpreted, just known.

Peace to thee.

Dear All
I was not sure where this message was going until he started to speak of Being and Doing. I asked why He chose to address this topic and He said to offer another healthy perspective. He asked that I include a poem that I did about 7 years ago. I did not even have it typed up. I had to look for it. So I share it below.

Love and Light

Hazel

Be Still
The voice of greatness speaks
Heard only in religious silence of mind's ear

Be Still
The face of greatness shines
Seen only in the light of searching eyes.
Be still
The hand of greatness moves
In promised fulfilment believers' hope

Be still
The smile of greatness glows
To warm and feed trusting hearts with faith

Be still
The rod and staff of greatness rests
To cover and to offer comfort's veil

Be still
The helmet, shield and sword of greatness lent
To shelter good, deliver evil's hold.

Be still
The ghost of greatness gloriously descends
And fills each knowing soul
The sacred gospel of its blessed peace.
In the bible it is recorded Jesus came not to bring peace but to set one against another. It meant for people to entertain DEBATE and grow from it. Debate, is of 4d! And it leads to the peace of 5d as people develop real thinking and sovereignty.-C

**Debate**  
**Higherself**

Debate is essentially an engagement with another or others to verbally discuss views on various topics of interest shared between participants.

Why have I chosen this topic? There are too many fence sitters in your world, too many peace keepers who seek to justify not having a view or not espousing a cause for the sake of peace. Achieving peace in your world is essential and this can only be effected through change. Maintaining peace at the expense of its achievement is fruitless. It must be achieved before it can be maintained. To achieve a state of peace, be it inner peace or peace in the world, man must realise that change is necessary. There are many who realise and know it but are not prepared to take up the baton and encourage others to do the same.

Debate ignites excitement, triggers passion, stimulates thought processes, generates new, unheard yet cultured perspectives. It encourages man to open his mind, undertake research, explore new territories, set aside his reticence, apathy or non partisan attachment and begin to gravitate towards a cause, a case, a belief, a conviction. In this productive process each can distil a purpose that goes beyond self achievement.

Debate is not meant to create separation of ideas or confine ones to various groups in the bid to prove that one group’s idea is superior to another or more credible than another or that victory of one over the other is the end goal. The objective should not be to sustain egos or prove one is right and another wrong. It should not incite vitriolic responses and polarise people. Debate should always be entered into with a view to enlightenment. One may never all at once be fully endeared to all the views of another, but may through the process and through the passage of time become enlightened because of the exchange which takes place. Truth should be the centring point of debate. This simply means that it should be the aim of the exercise, the goal.

There and many dogmas, doctrines and theories floating in your world which many have
religious latched onto and which provide security in belief. Yet seldom do ones who adopt these stop to ask or think whether the dogma, the doctrine or the theory holds any truth or offers the truth. They become stuck in what is accepted as mainstream. The dogma, doctrine or theory becomes man’s truth without question. If truth is not the goal how can you find it. If security is the goal, whatever makes you feel secure will be your truth.

The time is here and now; for man will be given to truth which will surely breach his feelings of security and leave him feeling naked. Truth clothes dear ones, it provides the warmth of knowing. I fear that man will find himself bereft of his comforting beliefs that he has long held onto as they shatter in the light of truth that is to be given. It is not too late for man to awaken through a willingness to hear from those who can lead him to open his closed and fear-centred mind and see what is before him. It is not too late for man to see the need for change and commit to being a part of the revolution that will change the face, heart and soul of your world.

I exhort to all, in particular to those who fear, those who cower, those who resign themselves and those who cradle questionable beliefs, release the weight that holds you from progressing, be willing to engage in discussion with those who seek to genuinely bring light to the world and seek higher guidance for discernment. These are the moments that you must make full use of; find your passion and courage and others who share your vision will be led to you that you may form a network that can grow exponentially that you may engender and create the inevitable changes that your world awaits.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
RESOLVE

By Hazel's Higher Self

# 118 Jan 19, 2011

RESOLVE
Higher Self teaching

Resolve is premised on your inner determination and decision, rooted in firmness, to undertake and achieve some goal or sustain some pattern of behaviour. That which you wish to harvest from your resolve will always involve CHANGE.

Resolve is that which a pre cursor to accomplishment is. Resolution, an extension of resolve is that which you ones tend to impose upon yourselves typically at the beginning of a new-year cycle. It is an affirmation of what you desire or intend to achieve. How many achieve their resolutions by the end of the year? Very few if truth be told. Why? Resolve diminishes as inspiration and motivation fades in the light of circumstances, external pressures or individual weaknesses.

Resolve requires effort fuelled by desire, perseverance rooted in discipline and inner support through the anchor and alignment with your inner character.

Resolve must be contextualised in the framework of mans' awareness of and awakening to the dire need for change. Yet his resolve must as a matter of course pertain to his vision-being that which he can see is necessary to change, alter or amend. For if he cannot see the need for change, how can he desire change and resolve to change or sustain that resolve.

Resolve is the intent prescribed by and through inner recognition NOT ego identity or ego desire. For resolve through the latter poisons the objective as it injects superficial needs and desires which will eventually clamour for physical attention thereby in time lessening the same resolve in which the need for change originated.

Resolve is the poised fulcrum which tenders the rays of discipline, belief, action and knowing that what it seeks will yield a harmonious outcome for self and all. True resolve emanates from the deepest life force within you which speaks its truth to you that your affirmation may stand up to inner scrutiny and approval. It is your inner resource which will confer the strength and light of resilience that your resolve may endure.

Man needs to gently prize himself away from individual orientation in thinking and start to see the whole that he may comprehend that his resolutions and resolve affects the mass consciousness of which he is merely a part. It will stand in mans’ favour to put aside the more mundane resolutions and aim for higher ground.

RESOLVE to discover who you are starting from within.
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RESOLVE to seek and know the truth of your mortal journey.

RESOLVE to know your inner god and cultivate a relationship with YOU

RESOLVE to reclaim your sovereign status and divine heritage and actively denounce the evil that grips your planet.

RESOLVE to renounce resignation and espouse pro action for the greatest good of all.

RESOLVE to be worthy caretakers and custodians of the temple God allows you to inhabit, being the Holy grounds of the planet you walk upon.

RESOLVE to live a life of balance.

RESOLVE to Be like God and Do as God would do.

RESOLVE to think and act within the energy of ONENESS as every thought, action and creation implicates and impacts the whole.

Resolve—Re- Solve. Using “resolve” many issues you face will be solved. Remember always that resolve without action leaves you in abeyance. Let your resolve assume a spiritual energy, for this energy will become the source of your inspiration thereby facilitating and sustaining the transformative mood which you must assume to manifest CHANGE.

WHERE THER IS RESOLVE THERE WILL BE A WAY

I AM THAT I AM

Hazel
Reason and Rightness

By Hazel's higher self

# 119 Jan 21, 2011

Reason and Rightness-
Higher self teaching

The type of “reason” I allude to is the sense of reason that you ones are expected and encouraged to exercise as you explore various portals offering learning on your mortal journey.

Reason is your ability to exercise judgement in order to arrive at a decision, conclusion or solution.

The term reason often conjures a limited construct of justification or excuses, something you give rather than an act or undertaking requiring deep thought and consideration.

Your world is predominantly predicated on the “proof criteria” meaning that every judgement is formed from the analysis of tangible evidence based on scientific reasoning. We see man’s ability to reason heavily influenced by the material and therefore he lacks the insight to exercise reason where there are intangibles. As he has been so programmed, his reasoning credentials suffer in his inability to grasp the finer points or broader factors to be considered when making decisions or forming viewpoints.

Discernment is a necessary aspect of the practice of reason as you cannot reason in certain contexts without being discerning. Discernment is the key to truth for it will lead you to the correct door behind which wisdom awaits. When you find that receptacle of wisdom it becomes the light which feeds your inner sense of reason, thereby enabling your conclusion, judgement or decision to be based on truth and to reflect that which is truth. Your confidence will then grow as you begin to “feel” that you have made the right decision or reached the right conclusion. You see dear ones reason which is underpinned by wisdom (an intangible) will lead to rightness; but reason underpinned solely by material considerations or self interest will seldom if ever culminate in rightness.

Reason is a gift given to man by God. Yet to effectively use this gift you need experience attunement with the bestower for it is He who shall give to you the battery of wisdom to enable your inner sense of reason to operate at its sharpest frequency.

Reason without wisdom becomes like a gypsy, unsettled and moving from place to place hoping that one day a home will be found to its liking. In the process of roaming your sense or reason becomes groundless

Man must find his ability to reason, in his wisdom, and must acknowledge this as the starting point. For when he can do this he begins to know that what he reasons is what is
right. The knowing will dawn upon him.

Man begrudges himself great discoveries because of his limited ability to reason and the finite resources he thinks available to him to exercise his sense of reason. If truth be told the reason why man is unable to reap the highest reward from his ability to “reason” is because he fears to explore that which he cannot see and so he remains confined within a limited school of thought. A paucity of understanding characterizes his world and so his conclusions are often erroneous. Mind programming by those who seek to keep man in a state of perpetual ignorance has dulled mans’ ability to use his God given gift to ascend spiritually and scientifically.

Reason is the soul of rightness and if exercised as given above the soul remains vibrant; for rightness and the bid for it becomes addictive that man may ever more programme himself from within, the path to reason.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
SERVICE

By Hazel's Higher Self

# 120 Jan 22, 2011

Service
Higher self teaching

This is a theme that is poorly understood and often construed within a limited dimension of meaning.

At the core of service is giving which should become the centre of every purpose you espouse. The social hierarchy created by man to solidify distinction by class has perpetuated a separatist culture ("societal schism") in which those who are deemed to be in service are labelled as servants, the very tone of which suggests inferiority. Ponder upon Leaders and followers, Masters and servants.

Service has thus assumed different levels of importance dependent on its nature and rewards. If you are each to contemplate for a moment the nature of your work, you may arrive at the conclusion that regardless of what you do, someone is being served in some way and you are being rewarded for it with what you term money. Service is therefore that which you do or give in return for a material reward. The cycle repeats itself infinitely. Some render in service more than they receive in financial reward; others render a lot less than that which they receive whilst some do nothing much and yet gain much.

There is neither balance in the rendering or the receiving. The scale is never balanced because the purpose is seldom balanced. Mans’ idea of service is conceived and nurtured within a capitalist environment which seldom endorses or reflects the true intent and object of service. There is much affectation and pretence in the way companies project their offerings in order to attract customers; yet few truly serve their customers because heart and soul is often lacking in the offering.

Commercial ambitions drive industries rather than a true desire to be service oriented. How ever could you expect anything that is different? Mans’ understanding of his place in the circle of life and creation is predominantly based on “ME” so the rest seldom becomes the focus in the equation. Industries and companies sprout terminologies such as equality and diversity yet they belittle it in its honouring as political correctness must be mirrored rather than be practiced. They create internal laws to govern their people yet they fail to comprehend and abide by the very law from which Equality and Diversity is derived that being the Law of One, a fundamental Law of Creation. Inability to truly know the essence of that Law has become mans’ downfall. For always must he feed his fragile ego by satisfying its need for superiority even if it means living a lie.

Man will know what true service is when he finds the god within him for only then will he know where his greatness lies and relinquish false needs which elevate him artificially
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above others. When he finds his god he will find true love and as he allows that love to unfold and blossom, its fragrance becomes a net that embraces all. When man can look at his brother and sister without a hint of mortal connection yet feel pricklings of love, then man will desire to serve his brother in whatever way he can without the demands of his ego pulling him in another direction.

The lesson beloveds is quite simple- service is the giving to all, without discrimination or distinction. Its reward lies in itself for when you serve your brother or sister you serve yourself, God and All and you trigger cosmic reciprocation as you are re-given that you may give again. When you give of yourself, in and with love, so too shall you receive.

Whatever the nature of your work, when you render your part in service, do so in the flood light of love and pure intent that your giving may assume a higher energy and impact the recipient in a way that transcends the material outcome.

Service bridges the gap between one another and cements the spiritual relationship between all. It should not be used as a tool of bartering but as an expression of love, respect and reverence for one and all. The true servants in your world are those who are the greatest for in their knowing they fulfil their divine purpose in and with humility empowered by their inner god.

The flavour of what service means in your world has soured through the lack of knowledge. As the horizon now comes forward to meet you the cycle must end. Renewal, through cleansing and purging will yield clarity that going forward in a higher understanding; man will grasp the simplicity yet poignancy of what it means to serve and align his thinking and actions accordingly. It is only then that your civilisation can be built on the foundation of love and Oneness, thereby giving humanity a chance to ascend and take their rightful place in the spiritual echelon within the universe.

I AM THAT I AM

Hazel
Procrastination

By Hazel's Higher Self

# 121 Jan 28, 2011

Procrastination
Higher self teaching

Procrastination bears the identity of false promise. For in your procrastination you promise yourself to do that which should be done now, at a later time; yet seldom does the self promise realise itself in the original envisaged outcome.

Procrastination may be motivated by genuine intent but it bears a thread of indignity as seldom does the sub conscious mind intend to follow through. You see dear ones, procrastination breeds further procrastination and a wastage of time ensues and intentions become eschewed. Your sub conscious does not deliberately set out to sabotage you. It has become a creature of habit which has been programmed by the ego for as long as you have allowed it to.

The flavour of that which should be done grows stale in the wake of your procrastination. Often what should be done will gnaw at your mind and invoke feelings of guilt, the more you put off that which you are meant to do. So as well as procrastinating, the weighty emotions generated compound the ill.

There may at times be good reasons for procrastinating; yet in truth if you are to assess your life you shall see that in most cases you put off for the proverbial tomorrow that which creates a sense of discomfort or that which requires effort you are not ready to invest. It is indeed a scourge that has contaminated your world.

The ego drive wishes to protect your comfort levels and ensure the feeling of security. It will therefore discourage you from attempting what you must, should that very effort cause or create discomfort or expose you to the possibility of what you term failure or unfulfillment. Fear becomes a motivating factor in procrastination.

How may procrastinate out of fear, complacency, reticence or plain laziness? In procrastinating you create and limit the boundaries of achievement and growth. Procrastination sows seeds of inner discontent as it shall be a constant reminder of what you have not done.

Your mortal journey is meant to be progressive, meaning a progressive ascent within yourself. Your outer experiences are meant to gravitate you inwardly that your true journey may begin. Yet it is your outer perception of your experiences that in most cases impedes your very exploratory interest, as you are moved by only that which outwardly seeks you and endears you.
In the absence of conscious knowing, the experiences and encounters you face truly conspire to subtly or overtly direct you towards your inner resource. In the majority instance the ego halts you in your tracks and diverts your course. The chimes of your higher self go unheeded and once again you miss the chance to grow. This syndrome is what I label “unconscious reciprocal deference” which in its essence is procrastination. Let me explain. As your unconscious mind responds to the outer equation of the experience, you are abruptly stopped and what could have presented an awakening opportunity, meaning your awakening to the glorious inner sense, is put off or deferred. You have in essence matched the rhythm of your unconscious mind as you mirror it in deferring your obligation and opportunity to discover your greater asset. Do you see dear ones, that procrastination need not always be a conscious choice? You will only however recognise that this can be the case if you know and work with your higher mind.

The bottom line is that many in your world subconsciously defer their own ascension because the guardian, being their ego mind relative to the subconscious, directs them to do so as the physical vies for supremacy. This type of procrastination postpones the achievement or gradual attainment of the purpose of mans’ journey.

Contemplate together with your higher self, what you could be productively attempting at this very point in your life that can assist in upward or inward movement for your greatest good. When the direction/s find awareness in your mind, seek the steps which you must take to achieve.

Every moment is a precious gift that should be spent on furthering your purpose and growing your inner awareness. In truth there is only eternity and that in itself affords you the ability to procrastinate. Yet is this a choice that you truly wish to make in exchange for temporary yet false security and contentment? Procrastination is an ailment which culls the desire within to experience more and be that which you really are. Those who are awakened to their higher mind should be less inclined to dawdle in their journey; for as higher knowledge is gained the impetus increases to achieve the ultimate goal.

In the perfection of your soul you will always be; yet it is only in the striving, effort and work through your physical experience, that in your seat of consciousness, you will afford yourself the opportunity to taste that perfection. Procrastination keeps most mortals from awakening to their own perfection.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
Authority

By Hazel's Higher Self

# 122 Jan 28, 2011

Authority

Higher self teaching

Man finds his origin in his soul, the intangible, ethereal source and energy being the repository of all knowledge, wisdom and power. The soul is the author of man, his creator and man must therefore return to his soul, his author, to find his authority.

Authority is inbuilt through conception, to be discovered and earned through inner recognition, consciousness and awakening. Man's measure or perception of his authority will grow as he grows in awareness of his origin, his light, his immortality. His authority will be found in his sovereign state of being-the I AM within, that un reckonable force.

When man discovers the source of his authority he will be equipped to become the author of his destiny, experienced through physical projection. He will learn to use his authority to exercise self control to gain mastery of and over himself before he becomes a master or leader of men. He will be able to use his new found authority to create rather than imitate that which he sees men who assume conferred authority do.

Mans’ secular education limits his ability to intuitively access truth through spiritual cognition. Man is told what authority means. His influences condition his belief that it must be conferred upon him or earned through diligence or promotion. His education teaches that authority is something disjointed from his natural state of being and must be worked for, if the intent is to achieve it. The meaning of authority assumes a temporal disposition rather than the timeless, eternal status it enjoys through the knowing of one’s higher self/soul.

Man yearns to forge a place for himself in this world, to be “someone”, to achieve status and espouse power; yet the scales he use to achieve such measurement bears weights of materialistic and ego oriented needs. He struggles to achieve all that he seeks, as much of who he becomes rests on the validation he receives from others. He is left in an “ever wanting” state which encourages self pity, demoralised by his inability to achieve social and fiscal authority through status and earnings.

MAN, OPEN YOUR INNER EYES, AWAKEN FROM YOUR SLUMBER OF IGNORANCE, MOVE BEYOND YOUR OUTER SENSES WHICH INHIBITS YOUR TRUE VISION. SEE YOURSELF FOR WHO YOU TRULY ARE.

O precious children of God, if only you can comprehend who dwells within you, never will you effort again to gain you power by embarking on a treasure hunt entailing traversing dangerous territory just to pillage and plunder that which can never truly give you what you
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seek.

Dear ones when you can accept and drink the juice of wisdom offered from the cup of your soul, you will serenely accept unequivocally that your power, authority and wealth lie right within you. You will come to know that your journey will require you to transit only, the bridge between your mortal senses and your soul/god mind. When you can bridge the gap, you will grasp the crown awaiting you and place it securely on your heads. From then on, always will you seek to use your authority (which always existed, waiting only to be claimed), to create, never dictate.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
Love’s Truth

By Mother Nebadonia thru Hazel

# 123 Jan 30, 2011

Love’s Truth
Mother Nebadonia

Love is the accord between the Christ light within thee and the Christ consciousness of ALL. I come tonight as your Mother to bring a brief but crucial message which I hope will find its way into your very heart energy and create an opening like a flower in full bloom.

In these tumultuous times my little ones, Love remains the panacea and the reason. The Love I speak of transcends the lower understanding upon your plane. It is the Love of God, which very Love rests at the core of your beings, being the Mighty I Am that each is. This Love is of a special brand which cannot be purchased or produced. It is born out of time and space as you comprehend it. It is eternal in measure and whole in being. It is not divided or capable of division. Its wholeness is the unifying power which binds All together. It creates the dynamic energy of Oneness. The love of God sees everything and everyone as ONE. No differentiation exists just understanding, that the journey is diverse amongst the many fragments that the experience becomes richer.

The lessons become the cure, for its potential lies in the ability of man to find the missing link, which always is Love. For it is Love that bridges every divide in understanding and perception and creates a holistic perspective of every experience. Love is always the answer or response as it contains the transformative device needed to re create or change every situation in your world.

Once you can comprehend the Love dynamic you will start to seek that special brand and as your efforts increase in your seeking the flavour will gently and gradually spread, first subtly and then with enhanced strength. The feeling will be almost as if you are being carried away in a state of inner trance as that flavour overpowers your mind and you start to move into Oneness with it. You now start to emit in your lives that flavour.

As the Love takes root in you, you too become the root of God’s Love. The root of God’s love within begins to inspire your creations, your perspectives, your perceptions and your actions. In the rightness of time you will begin to experience that wholeness in feeling as the clouds of division gently part to make room for the ALL. God’s love is a Life enhancer and enlightener. Its directive is simply that you listen to its beat and align with its rhythm that you may accustom yourself to its tune and as you permit, it shall work with and through you to assist in the mastering of its being, that as you do, it becomes a reflection and manifestation of and in your doing.

Peace beloved children is a by product of this Love; for always will you experience the womb of calmness when you remain connected with the Love chord. It is your centre yet
your ALL.

Take the time to ponder these words and re-evaluate your perceptions of love for it is simple yet profound; it is your heritage by divine right. It is your one possession that liberates with creative capacity. Love is the only sure healer for it honours and knows only wholeness and can therefore rebalance with its energies that which has lost its balance.

Love is perfection, the prototype of God personified in each of his fragments. God’s Love is beyond explanation, indescribable in or with words. It must be objectively felt and experienced as the inner pull towards ALL. When you can experience that soulful gravitation to All know that God’s Love is working within you. Let the Love of God within flow generously, a mirror to the eternalness of creation. Never stem its tide but effort always to keep it high knowing that its power is perfect in application and result and its reward is the ever burning light of God praying within thee.

Let the bud of Love sown in the heart of thy soul unfold in gentle sweeps.

Know that in your essence love breathes; for just as life bestows its breath to sustain life, Love bestows its breath to sustain Love
Understand that Love is All and All is Love and conquer not will it ever be for it remains in its timeless form, unabridged, undefiled, the constant virtue of every life.

Trust that in its unfolding its joy shall respond, as every experience will be favoured with its bestowal in the wake of higher knowing.

Believe that it is your one power that is incapable of being diminished and therefore must be allowed its freedom to express its prowess always through your making.

Live in its presence, for it is your very God, your very self, all that you are and ever will be.

I am Nebadonia, Universal Mother of Nebadon, Partner in Light and Equal in Spirit with the Father Michael, One in Energy and Being with the Source of All. I come in Love as Love, being Love to bestow Love and remind you that you are Love.

Salu
Plurality

By Hazel's Higher Self

# 124 Feb 8, 2011

**Plurality- Higher self**

Perhaps it is the emphasis of where I am spiritually that is influencing some of the messages coming through me. I am not quite sure but my higherself wanted to speak of Plurality- meaning many in this context...

**Plurality**

The reality of Oneness has been tendered as Truth and will survive the delusional thinking of man which has propelled the world into a state of dualistic energy, where man has become entrapped by the illusion of his own creation.

Never will the archetype of the ONE be displaced for even in the temporariness of man’s forgetfulness, the One remains, to be remembered and resumed within the hearts and minds of men in the appropriateness of time. When all men come into remembrance, time will cease to exist. Time offers man a clutch with which to find his way back home. He attaches significance to all that is linear for he cannot yet comprehend eternity. To contemplate it invokes fear and uncertainty for it has no form and thus he blindly holds to his clutch and follows the sequence of his life not knowing that he must end up where he began and that eventually that which he calls time will lead him into timelessness.

I speak today of pluralism within dualism or plurality within duality.

Plurality supports the dualistic imposed structural thinking and thereby condemns the singularity of the Law of Oneness. It engenders the notion that cultures disjointed precepts. It exemplifies individuality and promotes division in thought and being. It is a construct of the ego mind which reveres self to the exclusion of the whole. Plurality further perpetuates the illusion and standardises mans’ thinking, so much so, that many lose their ability to know the truth which becomes jeopardised in the multiplicity of belief systems man has developed to support the illusion.

Plurality polarises instead of unifies and codifies distinction and distinctiveness as it warps the thinking of man that he must seek and find himself through one of the multitudinous offerings conjured through religious doctrine and dogma, polytheism, mythology, philosophy, secularly, political derivatives, fiscal infrastructures and cults to name a few. There are so many systems created for man to “try on for size” that he becomes a victim of his search for identity and empowerment. He wades through belief after belief hoping he will find one which fits comfortably and often he becomes a follower of many rather than a leader of ONE.
He becomes a product of someone else's thinking and creation rather than his own. As the sects proliferate, pluralism strikes a blow to the efforts of those who truly seek to lead men to a return to Oneness. Even those who appear to be on the path are often taken in by charlatans of spirituality and would-be sages and gurus. Many with abilities abuse such in their desire for aggrandisement and recognition. More and more man is being taught how to bridge the gap between the physical world and the spirit world; yet many develop and use their abilities for their own good rather than the highest good of all.

The variances resulting from plural concepts within the framework referred to above leads man in to a maze of separation, divided thought and practices. Regardless of his efforts or talk of unity, in spite of differences, the pull of superiority always wins for man is searching for his power and when his power as he conceives it within the physical world becomes threatened, he will fight to retain control at any cost. Man becomes what his ego makes him instead of the powerful and complete being that he is by, through and as the infinite spirit within.

The world of man becomes a world of many and the One of All and the All of One by-passes the consciousness of man. Perhaps man must learn his lessons through his pluralistic creations within the dualistic context before he can eventually realise and know the truth of One. Man does not realise that he perjures his own spirit when he denies its efficacy. But so be it for he will one day emerge from behind his tinted spectacles and with clarity see and know the truth. Only then will the illusion fall away and the spectrum shrink that the One may prevail.

What appears to be the world is an illusion and therefore mans' search for himself within the illusion will always prove elusive. What is real will never appear for it will always be there, never to be created, existing and being, waiting incognito for man to find and reveal his true name- One, Infinity, Eternity, Light.

I AM

Hazel- One, Infinity, Eternity, Light
Dear All (Hazel writing)

Yesterday I attended a workshop where AA Michael was the host, so to speak. I had an opportunity to forge a deeper connection with him than before and invited him tonight to bring forth a message. I asked for an uplifting and enlightening message. He chose the theme. The content of the message blended in with an experience I had last night while speaking with Christ Michael. I was observing the unfolding of events in the world and felt how overpowering the influence of what we call evil, is. It has suddenly seemed to multiply. I asked Him why He did not just sweep in and just remove the dark ones and place them where they are best suited. He reminded me that ALL are ONE and that He sees through the eyes of ONE and they too are His projections. He said that they are the ones who are lost and suffering and truly separated.

He says if a parent has several children and one or two are difficult, perhaps they attract or create mischief, is it not that more attention must be given to them to assist them back on the path of rightness? This really brought me to greater understanding of God's love for all through the Oneness of All. He is His fragments as they are He- it is only by choice that there is that imposed separation.

He also said for the ones that are suffering- the lessons are being learnt for it is in the learning of the lessons that there will be a return to wholeness.

I got the impression that He will intervene at just the right moment.

Arch Angel Michael

You are the One and the One is You

Behold I am here with thee in every way. Know that when you seek to connect with me I am already here. I will be your very breath; the very love and joy you feel at the very moment of unification. I ask that you know me of the One mind. Do not look for me in visions or apparitions for I am pure energy.

Treat as thus, as we bring you into a new conditioning- a new frame of thinking and spiritual orientation that requires only the knowing and dealing with spirit that is energy in its purest form.

There is much difficulty associated with the achievement of this thought pattern as your
training has caused you to look for things in matter. Allow your desire for Oneness, its experiencing and knowing, guide you into a higher awareness of what that Oneness is, that you may begin to see from within, the primary source as you and you the primary source. It is energy in its purest that must be known, not perceived and it is this very energy that you must move into Oneness with. For in the naturalness of its being will you find what you seek- your presence, your truth, your all.

As the pure energy of spirit unfolds within thee you begin to transcend the inhabited world and journey deeper and deeper into the realm of great familiarity. Light bulbs will blink and then begin to shine, as the inner you, true self, God, begins his descent to direct your thinking. It is only through your allowance, your permission that this magical release takes place.

You will then begin to experience the energetic opening and expansion of thy heart auricle and the transition from self to Oneness begins. The energy within the heart takes on a tubular form almost hose-like and it begins its outpouring of scintillating Love, innocent, pure and whole. It then extends in circular fashion to encompass everyone and everything in your periphery of vision that with certainty, as you enter new segments of inner unfolding and experience, the feeling enhances and a sensation of peace overtakes and pure understanding dawns.

This awakening will sharpen your focus and you begin to relieve yourself more and more of what will now be outdated patterns of behaviour and thinking that the world has imposed upon you. Truly you will begin the transition as you transcend the world as you know it and your perceptions surrounding it. You shall release all judgement as you come to understand that You are ALL.

Through your journey in physical projection you will come to an appreciation that you must master yourself in your world. This however will indeed only be your first conquest; for the self mastery will accord with the knowing of the ONE who you are.

Beloveds this is not a new message or a new concept; just an expression of what we have efforted to teach you ones time and time again, Yet the learning is in the repetition; for many must have multiple experiences before the lessons are learnt. The teaching is always brought in purest love to help you on your journey out of the illusion of the world into the reality of the One that you may come face to face with your power, the very source of infiniteness- YOU.

Love your brothers and sisters, love all life force in your created world for you are but them in another projection and they are but you. To project hatred, anger reviling or condescension towards another is a reflection on you; for your brother is but a mirror of you and you of him. What you do to him you do to yourself.

Dear ones, has it become more apparent that you hurt only you when you hurt another? Let love be your fulcrum, your inspiration, your influence and your purpose. Live the love that you are that all barriers of illusion may become extinct that you see the truth.

You cannot say you know how to love or that you love and then follow that statement with the action, thought or feeling of hatred. God is PURE LOVE. In the seeking of Oneness
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with God and in the knowing of God as yourself, love is the key that will successfully open the portals that gain you entry to the ecstasy that is God. Love must be manifested in your creations and underlie every response. It is the very breath of life. It is the circle that represents to whole. It is your beginning and your end.

My beloveds you will know when you find yourself in that flow of Oneness as the love will glow from within, and without you will wear that glow as light. Love transforms you into the light that you really are. You will begin to live that which you feel.

Though there appear to be many, your inner thinking and sight will know only One; for your perceptions will gradually disappear and your knowing will replace and the form of light which is spirit, will present itself in all you see.

Do not be impatient for the unfolding; know that the frequency of your desire will determine the measure and timing of the experience. Enjoy the expanded feeling of Oneness as it occurs; for the joy of each moment of expanded awareness is to be treasured.

Greater shifts are currently occurring within many during the period of great awakening. In many this awakening will trigger the consciousness of Oneness and thus will begin another segment of experience towards wholeness.

I speak of these things today for the move towards Oneness is the intention that underscores what you term ascension, being the graduation as a new cycle predominates. You ones must begin to chart the lessons so that mankind will understand in truth his origin and nature. Oneness can only be taught as the reality of God’s kingdom. Each of his own effort and desire must seek it; for only then will the spirit within man begin to work to release the jewels that will in time enable man to experience and BE the ONE.

Blessings
Arch Angel Michael.
Pandemonium or Peace

By Hazel's Higher Self

# 126 Feb 25, 2011

Pandemonium or Peace- Higher self Teaching

Prized is the way of peace, too high an attainment; purposed in the realm where mortal combat must succumb to precipitous emotions; born and bred in the separation of spatial consciousness from non spatial awareness. Always is the ladder of separation too high, the climb too steep and the bridge too wide.

Man breaches his own peace through cultivated divide, unconsciously precipitated in the register of his ego mind. Man sees himself in the reflection of physical embodiment honed and primed for defence. Unknown to man his mortal career is often spent defending himself from what he cannot perceive in truth, of and within himself, but that which he must assign to another that he may be vindicated to the ease of his mortal “conscience”. What is his mortal “conscience” but a physical derivative of his ego’s prince-hood- a false sounding board for peace. The ego’s peace becomes the victim’s fear, the ego’s guilt projects the victim’s blameworthiness and the ego’s perceived balance is its victim’s guilt.

When man enters the realm of immortal thinking he begins to generate within, energetic codes which thrive in an awakening mind and begins to expunge the conduits of sensory response, thereby urging man to focus and acknowledge only reality. In its distinctiveness there is no competition; for that which is unreal will always appear to be so to the trained mind which rests in the solar of higher things.

Men can then become celestial drivers who contemplate their continued journey through time and space to practice newfound skills in the illusory classroom of combat. The combative checkerboard pulses in the heat of battle as egos rise to defend their territory, individually and collectively. A pandemonium of fear crusts the illusory curve of the outer world and the remnant of love seeks to uphold wilting hope. Tremors of discontent, fires of fear and the valour of guilt sends the Prize of Peace to the guillotine in its final attempt to credit the illusion with truth and reality.

What says the reborn celestial recruits? “They seek to destroy that which cannot be annihilated and to maintain that which never existed”.

What sees the reborn celestial recruits? They see the world for what it truly represents. An apparition seeking form and identity through a palladium of sensory pulsations birthed through and in matter. A surrogate home, a penal ward where juveniles rehabilitate to the remembrance of Oneness through arousal from the dream contextualised in material emphasis.

In the reflection of triumphant light the recruits know they are but One accord and espouse
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new determination to see through love and forgiveness; to rescue the banner of peace through alignment with the inner reality of spirit and to breathe love into the lungs of hope. For they are now navigated only by the Light and will render unto man the teachings of God that the Eternal is only One and the One cannot truly be divided. Separation is a hoax of the ego mind to be stepped out of through the casting aside of the dream to recognise that it never occurred and ONE is all there is. Peace will prosper as the minds of men are reclaimed and love will be mans’ only motivation; but the path to peace and love will demand that man forgives the precepts and projections of his perceived thinking, that bouts of judgment be released into the cadence of Oneness and the veneer of separation will cease to exist

I AM

Hazel
Well Hazel has finished a couple busy weeks around her job, nice to have her back!!!!

Love's Nest - Higherself

Love is the natural state of man which reminds him to epitomise its clarity and vein of thinking through his mortal actions. He seeks always after love's cleavage which somehow manages to evade his grasp of understanding. In degrees he may feel, experience and partake of the earthly spices braided into Love’s authenticity; yet for most the primary rhythm of love’s balance is lacking in mans’ interchange with others.

Love has become an object to be acquired through outward seeking instead of the goal of self discovery. Tears are shed and emotions scarred through the search for love, its anchor and stability; for often man seeks to control love through possession rather than be moved by its natural instinct.

The route map to love leads always within the self of man; for there lies its nesting ground. Love is not illusive to man; it is his perception of love which deprives him of the fine comprehension that love cannot be created, borrowed, earned, attained, diminished or demoralised. It is an essence that creates balance, it births the law of giving, it takes nothing, violates nothing yet is everything.

It fertilises the thinking of man that he grows into the attitude of wisdom that He is Love. When he is able to gently move into his primacy, illumination begins to take hold and he begins to personify love’s magnitude. Always will his actions and thoughts aspire to the virtues of love. It becomes the handle which he turns to gain him entrance into a higher state.

The love of man, being the love of God, being God manifest has transformative value and can eclipse the scathing emotions which often proliferate through the ego mind if one attends all things with love. Love may not necessarily alter the state of events but can impact one’s perspective and vision of such events.

What is love but the breath of God, the light of His thinking, the embodiment of His creation, the giving of Himself? When man can see himself as the breath of God, the light of His thinking, the embodiment of creation and as God Himself, he will graduate into the knowledge that love is his inner compass which will direct him to the refrain of his soul, composed by rhyming notes in heightened scales of ecstasy and be launched into the reality of One accord, his immortal identity.
I AM
Hazel
A Timely Reminder

By Metatron thru Hazel

# 128 Mar 9, 2011

A Timely Reminder - Metatron

The journey’s end nears and the purpose of your visit on this planet will soon become apparent as you don new attire in service to the One, in remembrance of the great cause, through the precipitous Wave upon thee. Humanity will awaken to the joy and splendour of He who birthed their very soul. Yet the margin of those who will not, for lack of inner fortitude remain great and it is these ones who shall shudder and tremble in the wake of their own fear born of earthly contrivance. The peril to these ones remains in the disbelief which accosts them and renders their understanding poor. Yet even those lowly in spirit will not avert the resplendence of what is to transpire in their universe of timely comprehension. For fears will be faced and dissolved whilst for others there shall be new resolve, new direction and limitless freedom. This is the fundamental shift which will occur in all souls to render a new awakening to immortality and timelessness. Those unfortunate in the awakening shall have to await another experience of this kind in a place and time not yet rendered.

The sequence is in fact non sequential for it shall be upon you like a heaving storm and the winds of change can be either destructive through perception, as those unprepared take new abode out of flesh; or constructive as those prepared and spiritually ready reap the signature of the Christed One penned on their very soul, as a brand new reality dawns upon their being of who they truly are. The grandeur of the occasion will surpass only itself as the mood of man changes in choice. This is the point when he shall knowingly and willingly choose to ring the bell of God throughout creation and reach within to keep the light of awareness at its highest frequency. The call is out now beloved ones, heed well for I am Metatron and I come through my sister to render this most important decree that the Wave is indeed upon you. Little did she know that this would be the content of this message. Let this be another reminder lest you forget through your ample waiting.

And Lo I say to you than not far yonder is this electricity that will sweep in heaving breaths to depolarise and join in unity the hearts that belong to God the Father that creation may be embraced and feel the persona of divinity clutch at their very being. This experience shall surmount all that you have so far partaken of. The gratitude which you shall experience in your hearts at the time of joining will culminate in an experience of pure love that will forever thereafter be imprinted in the hearts and souls of those who have bequeathed unto the Father that which He has give to them - their very lives in Service. The resonance of His Mighty Presence shall assure hope for humanity. This is the FINAL PHASE. Go to prepare your hearts to receive the white light which will birth you into a new experience, a paradigmatic shift and purposeful accord. This is the time. Heed my words.

I AM Metatron
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Love’s Fulfilment

By Mother Nebadonia thru Hazel

# 129 Mar 13, 2011

Love’s Fulfilment - Mother Nebadonia

The wind has begun to blow through the curtains of time to part the illusory fences of separation. The heavenly quartet strums a tune, a slow yet healthy melody that will prolong the tidal energy of the Father’s presence as He prepares to bridge the long created divide and fill the gaps in the hearts of His ones, with divine love. Think of Him as a Father reaching down to embrace His children in and with love, to enable them to feel a part of Him and experience His energy within them; to know Him as children should know their Father, through love only. This is Michael’s way.

Much is being said about the WAVE. Some sensationalise it to evoke fear out of ignorance of its true meaning and consequence; yet it is the single most important experience that you ones will partake of in this incarnation. Gentle ripples have already been sent out from Source as a precursor to the destined experience of Michael’s bonding.

Think dear ones of the effect of love. What you shall experience is a fulsome and creative burst of inner enlightenment through the osmosis of the Father’s love. It is different from the love you have experienced on your earth plane and from a love independent of God. This Love is cleansing pure and wholesome. It will be cathartic as well as enlightening. It will raise new hopes and bridge old gaps. It will fill with renewal the hearts and minds of men, a futuristic resolve embalmed in the certainty of divine respect and reverence for all. This will be no paltry undertaking but will revolutionise the thoughts of men that they may plot their future with fresh understanding and accord with divine will. For the experience will leave many trembling in joy and adoration and spark multitudinous desires all of which will direct them to applaud and live in the reflection of God’s light. The picture I paint is the best scenario that will apply to all who are open and awakened. A less rosy picture might be depicted for those who aren’t, yet the possibilities remain endless and WE shall only know the response of these ones at the chosen time.

I am here to state the effect, not the dynamics of the occurrence for surely you shall know when it is upon you. Prepare thyself through the shedding of resistant thoughts and patterns which will pre-empt you from experiencing Michael’s energy in it is highest form, of your capabilities. Embrace the vision and the idea and let the resolve be instilled within thee that what you shall be experiencing is no more than that which you already are. This will be the greatest reminder of who you are. This is the moment when Love shall be fulfilled. Oh children, praises and adoration we do not need; for they perpetuate the feeling of separation when there is none. Reverence and love reciprocated is all that is required.

Know that you are all loved in the Oneness that WE are and separation of function does not equate to separation of spirit. We desire to effectuate a change in your thinking that
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you may be inspired and influenced to live every moment in a state of heightened awareness that you are none but God; and must desire to reclaim that Oneness. The energetic wave shall assist and shall fulfil many of your spiritual desires; yet it shall also place many back on track that they continue their journey in truth.

The entire universe will experience a roaring harmony as Michael reaches down to make His presence felt. We your celestial guardians will be watching and experiencing this divine occurrence with you. Records will be kept in the great book of life for you to revisit lest you ever forget.

Time is now heralding the cessation of time for creation to experience the concordance of Michael's descent. Let spirit guide and lead you until this/these eventful moment/s

I AM Nebadonia- Mother Spirit.
I AM Machiventa Melchizedek and this is one of my rare introductions for I seldom come forth in this direct way to usher in messages. Yet a new awakening is being born into this child who carries the Melchizedek gene. She feels me this morning as a subtle vibration around her auric body. She is being prepared now to take up the Melchizedek torch to carry out and throughout the works of Our order in this physical stream. She aspires to the greatness from which she descends and shall bring forth the teachings of old that the knowledge of light within each through the self of the God conscious ones, shall increase. The approach shall be a direct one through the teaching of inner communion with the force that each is, through the dynamic of the God presence born within every mind.

Light flows within and is stored in a spiritual catchment or reservoir, to be drawn upon by those who can reach it, that they may begin the filtering of that light throughout their entire being to be used in the wake of their alignment with the Divine Will.

The light I speak of is the Christ Light pooled within each in its purest state in readiness for flow. It is the desire of each within to discover their Godliness that will create a vibration and movement of this light and transfer stillness into motion, being the movement of that light in a state of unfolding. The gentle stream will in time become a steady river that will eventually break through limitations to enter into the wider ocean of enlightenment that the chooser becomes fully infiltrated and surrounded by that flow of constant God energy.

Polarity within, through perception, is stemmed and there is a monistic flow through feeling and knowing, which will create a dynamic blend of physical and spiritual until the physical becomes forgotten through the emancipation of the spiritual and all that is left is a feeling of purest energy that is untouchable. Why do I say these things to thee at this time you may ask?

The revelation of Light is about to be at its highest known to you, as you enter a diasporadic period where the inherent energies of darkness shall be polarised from the energies of Light. Many shall be magnetised toward their inner Light as the impending Wave catapults man in to the throes of God’s love and understanding. The calendar is almost at its end and the days as you know it are marked off as you prepare for the Wave of cataclysmic proportions from the universe of non time.

Geography as some of you know it will hold no relevance as you are washed in the entirety of cosmic love and enchantment. The cosmic prism shall reflect throughout the universe as
the face of God radiates throughout creation breaking though the barriers of self imposed separation to meld with HIS creation. Many at this point shall find their feet in spirit as a bright new morning breaks in rediscovery and the tones of darkness recede. This is the day that the spirit of man has been awaiting notwithstanding an inability at the human mind level to comprehend or even believe.

This shall be a time of the joining of all beloveds and for those who are in the knowing, shall experience new horizons of unity as the mergence with Divinity strikes the core of their being. Oneness shall be understood through the feeling brought about by the Wave, yet only a few will truly experience the ultimate degree. Yet all will be affected to the degree of their awakening and understanding. This is what WE call “The Great Divine Shift”.

The Wave that is now upon thee should be conceptualised as bringing forth a NEW EDITION. The Old Book of earthly existence has forfeited its life span through expiration of time and Divine Ordination. What is going to be introduced is a brand new version which will dispel falsities of the old and introduce the reality of truth. The framework of this new edition shall be the energy of the ONE. The New Book has already been published and is making its way to you now. It is free of charge and almost ready for the experiencing. Prepare yourselves to partake.

I leave you with this Truth: Wisdom is the growth of the seed of God awareness into the blossom of God Knowing and Being.

I AM Machiventa Melchizedek and I announce that the Glory of God will soon be amongst thee.
Self Mastery

By Hazel's Higher Self

# 131 Mar 19, 2011

Self Mastery-

Higherself Teaching

There is a continuous tendency for man to be dutiful to limitations imposed by himself or by others. Limitations create unnatural barriers which impede the graduation to higher levels of experiencing, knowing and being.

Frequently man defines himself, his worth and capabilities in the measure of the finite. He creates a mould for himself and lives within its parameters. Fear and unknowing, reticence and insouciance, disbelief and mistruth are what colours the thinking of man and breaches his right to achieve his highest potential.

Success for him is interpreted within the remit of what is ordinary, being the material or physical composite. He competes for what is bound in materiality and devises herewith the formulae for personal success. He seeks to master his material world through gain and stately yet transient power.

Lack of vision precludes him from seeing his mortal journey on earth plane for what it truly is. His body becomes his life and the material his world. Conquering in the name of both becomes his ultimate goal. Children you are spirit incarnate NOT body. You choose to incarnate to continue your ascending journey – which is a spiritual one. The achievement bears on the fulfilment of spirit not body. You are meant through the earthly run to rediscover your God mind and seek inner alignment with truth. Your mortal experience through the physical vehicle of the body is facilitating mastery of yourself. It is a spiritual journey in physical disguise.

What is mastery you may ask? It simply is the point of enlightenment where you are able to return to ONE will; where you are able to see the world for what it is and know that although you partake of it you are not of it.

Mastery of self is spiritual mastery, spiritual freedom in the manifested realm of Godhood where the alchemy of Oneness is experienced and Light is the all there is.

Be aware that though I speak of attaining self mastery you must know that you have not ever lost that mastery; you merely through perceived separation temporarily forgot it. As the subtle waves of spirit bring you into deeper remembrance of who you are, you will eventually recognise the power you bear within and seek to re align with that power and reclaim your mastery. The path to mastery requires the conquering of the poisonous machinations of the physical ego mind. Recognise dear ones that you do not fight against
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others but simply against yourselves as you submit to your perceptions and judgments which evoke overwhelming feelings and catalyses reactions counter to spirit. The more your give in to the world the less you honour your spirit.

Few have been able to create a harmonious relationship between the physical ego and spirit and this fosters polarity which often leads to extremes of behaviour at times. You are not expected to traverse earthly territory without the ego but if you seek to live a spiritual life and nurture self mastery, an inevitability to such, is the relegation of the ego through ones control, to its natural role, complementary to the bodies need for survival.

Think of yourself as corn on the cob. Each sheath which covers the corn must be peeled away. The peeling of the outer skin brings you closer to the core of who you are. The density of you lightens as the peeling unfolds and all that is left is the brilliance of the golden kernels firmly anchored in its spine. You are that golden light when exposed in your natural state anchored firmly in the ONE. Why would you wish to wear such onerous clothing when your radiant beauty, bounty, inner charm and reality serve you so much more?

Look at yourselves beloveds. How many more sheaths must be peeled away before you can declare your mastery through your very presence?

Self mastery is a discipline, a mandatory course in the syllabus in the University of Life so that when you eventually graduate you will be recipients of the prestigious GOM qualification - Master of Godhood.

I AM
Hazel
The Sands of Time - Christ Michael

The element of time cages man in an euphoric state of non awareness. He counts the milliseconds if he must and watches often the clock to direct him in readiness for moments of importance. He cannot fathom that which is of true importance if he did he would utilise his time more productively. His measurement of time is now obscure for he has lost control of it. It is no longer his to measure for I now control this seemingly important facet of his life. All shall enter into a state of timelessness being an interval of non-time. This fast approaching event will be the culminating event which shall usher in the great change, the momentous shift that so many are speaking off.

Time is man's purchase, poorly used in the endeavour of progress. Yet there has been no real or true progress and time has failed to serve man. Man has become a veritable slave to time which now pinches him for he no longer has time to secure his power as the brewing storm curtails what little time remains. The planet and man is in the midst of great upheaval, the mark of a planetary cycles' end.

By his own hands man has created and will destroy the efficacy of time. His jaundiced approach bestirs fruitless events and he cannot see that the moments are spent in absolute internal and external mayhem. He fails to use his time in preparation for the 'coming' for he believes that he still controls that which he calls time. It is man's endearment for control that keeps him bound in regressive states of thinking and will seal his downfall.

WE have warned them dear ones, those whose intransigence is the very rope from which they will seal their fate. They listen not to OUR words. WE have efforted to place out there all manner of warnings but few hear and many ignore. WE the Celestials must now manoeuvre this ship to its next port regardless of the readiness of the masses. For a timetable exist which must be adhered to. Man has been given chances ad infinitum. He must now take responsibility for his actions and choices. I am a compassionate God and the Father, being the Source of All is most compassionate for WE are but ONE. Yet the infestation cannot be allowed to continue lest our innocent ones become infected or defect due to pressures.

What say I to you? Prepare. Know that what impends and now occur on your earth plane is not the wrath of God but the result of man's continued disobedience. The outplay of events in your world at this time is merely a transference of man's inability to listen and learn. He is fulfilling the prophecies of the wizen ones that came before.

The purse strings of the controllers are empty now and they must raid the temples of
others to secure their position of power in the world. They are likened to flees sucking the blood of the innocent and defenceless. Let them heed these words- WHAT YOU DO SHALL BE DONE UNTO YOU. This law you will not be able to escape from.

Man has plagiarised the stories of the olden civilisations by re-writing the script; for yet again another must come to an end for want of man’s integrity, abuse and impoverishment of spirit. I declare here and now that this shall be the last time, for the VOICE has spoken and the righteous and awakened shall be led out of bondage into the land of true life. I am coming to meet you, to seal our union with the remembrance of ME, to take you to a brand new level of understanding. Yes my children light shall shine once again on your planet and the tears will cease to flow. But I must admonish that before this time you will witness the end of the old through destruction and collapse. All that must go will turn to sand and be blown away by the heavy winds of celestial encounter. You are living now in this time. There is no more time left beloveds; for these last days have assumed a speed which portends the end of time as you know it. WATCH THE SAND TIMER AS THE GRAINS BECOME FEWER AND MAN BECOMES DEPRIVED OF TIME.

Every little moment now should be cherished in learning, observing and reuniting with ME from within. Prepare yourselves for ME; for I am coming. I ask that in the remaining season that you hold on tightly to your spirit’s anchoring that you may brave the harsh winds and energies around you now. Allow ME to be your effort, your strength and you shall remain standing.

I AM Christ Michael Aton. For those who can discern divinely read these MY words and find the untold message within. The truth WE cannot fully disclose at this time for you WE must preserve.

My seal I place hereto that you may know that I AM ALL AND ONE IN THE TIMELESSNESS THAT IS CREATION.

Salu!

Hazel
A Message from AA Zadkiel during these tumultuous times.

By AA Zadkiel

# 133 Mar 29, 2011

A Message from AA Zadkiel during these tumultuous times.

Genocide is being committed in all areas of your globe as man capitulates to his warring tendencies. Crimes against humanity and thus God are being inflicted in vain. Let this be your sign that the days of Sodom and Gomorrah be revisited that you may know what to expect. The truth stares at mankind yet the majority remain unmoved by the occurrences before them. Those who have partaken of the vice of war in interest of self shall soon feel the effects upon their very selves. All shall be accounted for.

The rising scale of combat is indicative of the inner disharmony which centres the very earth at this time. What is taking place is merely a mirror of what the earth is feeling. She is rebelling through her movement and so too the suppressed have assumed her energy and rebelling in turn against those who have manacled and controlled them from time immemorial. Discontent weighs heavily in the hearts and minds of men at this every moment and this must be purged, allowed for expression as part of the cleansing in preparation for the 'coming'. Benign energies will soon replace the malignant scourge that has seized at the very womb of the earth for too long and a great release will follow in the wake of spiritual malfeasance and perfidy by those who are the Judas’ of spirit. Hope wanes for those who continue their mercenary exploitation of the masses.

Applause will rend the air as the merciful hand of the Creator reaches to unlock the prison gates that His children may find their freedom. The gates of "hell" shall part as the breath of God plots its coordinates to sweep away the vicious cycle of destruction.

You live now in the midst of grave terrestrial turmoil; but such is necessary at this time. All that is distinctly inimical to spiritual culture must now abate before the rising occurs. This is the time of the great divide before the interlude occurs.

Man must learn the ways of spirit and cease to condescend it in favour of his mortal reality. What is taking place at your current level is a natural result of mans’ careless treatment of his very being. He must reap the consequences. The lessons face him yet he cannot learn; for he seeks survival at a basic level and cannot honour that which gave him life. He shall learn but his learning shall be in the midst of his suffering which is inevitable. This is not God’s decree; this is mans’ chosen path and he must conquer his demons before he can find his spirit. Divine justice caters for all and each shall pass through the purification in his own way.

The quality of mans’ way of life is lacking in spiritual measure. There is a gradual
awakening within many to a higher level of understanding, yet in most cases this is marginal and insufficient to wrought real change without the assistance of your higher Brethren. The road is now narrow again and what appears to be dark will glow shortly in light as the celestial bulbs pave the way to a new age. There will be of certainty a dynamic retreat to the ten’dre of spirit.

In the awakening spirit lies a flowering bud that must be tended with pure love and allowed to unfold the blossom of its light in a supportive and enhancing environment. Mans’ spirit cannot be fostered as it should in the current climate of darkness. This is supremely understood and the reason for the divine intervention at this time. The lowly shall rise in spiritual power and shall be the ones who bear the torch of God and Truth as the time of bondage meets its final hour.

For those who ‘know’ and for those who follow the truth let your inner fortitude during these final days cast out the residues of infiltrated thinking. Let go of any contaminated thoughts unconsciously harboured throughout the ages. In the wake of the great upheaval tend to thy thoughts and mind and seek purification in readiness to absorb the highest energy that you can. Be ready for the great awakening. Let not your minds or hearts be troubled at the insouciance, poor understanding or short-sightedness of your brothers; for they too shall have their awakening in measure of their readiness, albeit a very surprising and in some cases a rude awakening. We of the Angelic hierarchy applaud you ones who have been able to stay your light amidst the darkened forces and counters from the weak ones. Know that we also show to those asleep the compassion worthy to them, for judgement is from self not from another.

Let love and compassion be your compass at this time and do not yield to frustrated intent for this shall mar your mood and plague your thoughts. This you can ill afford at this time as you prepare for the grandeur of the prominent expected event. Soon you shall rest in the bosom of thy Creator and the fires within your heart and soul shall resume its bounty and you shall be home.

Zadkiel come in the Light of the Creator Son and Source. Enter into the fold where Truth abides and Godliness condenses in the flow of perfection.

Blessings
TITLES

By Father Melchizedek thru Hazel

# 134 Apr 10, 2011

Titles-
Father Melchizedek

Titles are just another diversion which reinforces divisive thinking. It is used to distinguish and discriminate one’s position from another. It has hierarchical benefit but is superficial at the most. Those of you on earth who have been exposed to the celestial mission for earth –Shan and humanity may be gratified by your encounters with Ones you call High Celestial Beings. There is a spiritual hierarchy for the purpose of clarity of roles rather than distinction through status. For WE in the higher celestial realms know that there is only ONE and WE function within the realm of ONE. There is no ego to drive or manipulate. WE do not see ourselves as separate from God or each other but work within the framework created for effective universal management.

Titles on your earth have been used indiscriminately and further breach the reality of ONENESS. It creates disparity in status that one may always be influenced to “over lord” another. The motivation is totally ego driven. The ego abstains from recognising ONENESS in all through its need for self gratification. WE in the higher realms are at this time seeking to encourage and draw you children back to the understanding that each makes up the whole and there can be no competition between souls when only ONE exists. We watch you try to outdo each other and this has created false power struggles and engendered a warring culture. In the process each struggles with himself and fights himself when he seeks to overcome another. It is sheer blindness through ignorance of truth that nurtures this self destructive abstract.

Man is yet to be trusted with titles as it is mismanaged and breeds divide. If each can find himself/herself each will realise the God potential borne within and will come to see eventually that they are no different from God. If each sees the other as God then each will strive to live up to that image. There is no entity greater than God. God is the sum total of all, which comprises each of you. Some may return to God consciousness sooner than others but that does not suggest superiority or inferiority. These terms are non-existent beloveds in the realms of God and must therefore become obsolete in your realm through cultivated changes in the thought structures of each.

Titles are contrived, God is not. Titles are unreal, God is not. Do you need a title to feel good about yourself? When you see your image in a mirror what do you see? Is it a label given to you by someone else or imposed by self? All creatures of God are equally loved and cherished regardless of title. God is only concerned that His children will return to Him by claiming their God identity.

We see so many in your realm “dropping” names in an effort to impress and at the same
time intimidate. Can you see your brother or sister as yourself? Is your greatness not theirs and your weaknesses too? When you can comprehend this your will relinquish the ardent need to assume titles or to use it to the detriment of others as you pave your way for what you may think is an upward climb.

I will remind you that God is the essence of all that is humble. He uses His title to over light all with deepest compassion and Creator-love. He is the highest anyone of you can endeavour to reach yet the title of God is belittled and anomalous in your world. You prefer to wear false names, condescend others instead of observing the birthright of each. Little ones the title God is used for your benefit until such time that you merge into achieved ONENESS. It is only then you are just what you are (“I AM”) without need for name. God is not concerned with defending HIMSELF/HERSELF for HE does not have a title to defend. HE has children who HE efforts to lead back to HIM.

Titles are misnomers and you should see them for what they are. Start seeing yourself in terms of qualities and attributes. Call yourself Love, Kindness, Generosity, Humility, Charity etc and then you will start living your title in truth and embodying what the greatest and infinite source and intelligence represents.

Titles which precede or succeed your names are equally irrelevant if they cannot be placed soberly in context. They create a veritable distraction from that which is real and pre empts you ones from seeking the truth of who your really are. You must define yourself by who you are not by who someone else tells you, you are. Who you are is the truth you find within you that will confirm the God presence your bear.

If you were to allow God to knowingly be your goal, on your journey to the kingdom you will realise the potent force that you are through the enhancement that God’s presence offers you. He said boldly that you must know HIM as yourself. Little ones it is time to perish the thinking that you are someone other than God. When you see yourself as less you will never be able to accept and tune into your power and potential. These crucial times demand a return to the light and reclamation of your true identity. Put yourselves through the study and discipline of self mastery and as you progress in your study the title of God will sit more comfortably with you. Blessed be the day when you can achieve that mastery that you may come in the humble knowing that God is all there is.

Do not lose sight of that which is REAL and TRUE. It is time to be grownups now and to put away the toys that have long been distracting; and have deviously led you down the wrong path. Tune in now beloveds to the frequency of the Holy Spirit within you. You are each incumbents to the Royal throne. Let this vision empower you that you may humbly accept the sceptre, even now in your plane of existence that you may first rule yourself before embarking to be a teacher of others.

I leave you with the blessings of the ONE and the reminder that God is the ray within each of you ready and willing to shine through at your call.

I am Father Melchizedek come again this day to offer some enlightenment to your perspective. I leave you with MY love and celestial joy.

Salu.
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The politics of Patience

By Nebadonia thru Hazel

# 135 Apr 12, 2011

The politics of Patience-
Nebadonia

Patience must be allowed to preside in and over your dealings with yourselves and with others. It is the one virtue that cultures staying power and ensures that goals and projects are seen to completion. The Father's patience is all enduring and without distinction. It is His nature and therefore yours.

We in the celestial realms note the impatience that you ones suffer at times. We are sympathetic to your plight on earth as you are confronted with having to address the energies of darkness which continuously attempt to place spokes in the wheels of your progress and success. You feel powerless at times to attend to your holy work in light of the flagrant opposition you must deal with.

We do not judge your impatience dear ones but instead gently seek to refocus you on the inner knowledge which you possess and strength you bear to allow for greater understanding of the benefits that being patient can yield.

The human anatomy is a complex figure and the physical and emotional are so inextricably intertwined that the spiritual sometimes get lost or temporarily forgotten. It is indeed a great task to keep the spirit working for you that you may overcome the physical and emotional weaknesses which assail you at times. This is well understood by US.

However beloveds these are not ordinary times in which you live and you are by no means ordinary. You are not citizens of earth per se but citizens of Nebadon. My desire is that you see the bigger picture that you may comprehend the usefulness of harnessing your patience and using it to your advantage during these caustic times.

Many of you have chosen and have been chosen to incarnate during these auspicious times in your earth’s cycle. You have in fact come to lend of your expertise gained through your souls’ experiences. You have come to assist in stretching the consciousness of humanity. Whether you choose to believe it or not many of you are professionals at the soul level. What do I mean by this? I mean highly evolved. You have been in the process time and time again through various incarnations and you have had to exercise exorbitant amounts of patience. You succeeded in your past endeavours and have qualified to be here at this time. You are in fact above everything that you experience on your plane for most of you have already conquered worse. The point is that you are in charge of yourself and therefore you decide whether to rule with or without patience.

The key to ruling with patience is your ability to remain connected and anchored in the
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divine presence from within. If you cultivate in your awareness the need to remain so you will find that impatience will be dissolved with greater ease. This is because you are bonding with a higher energy which allows you to feel a sense of inner calm and reassurance about matters. You are taken back to the point of reality and it becomes easier to shed your impatience when you can appreciate that which is real.

When you indulge in impatience for too long you create a spiritual blockage and you become unable to channel positive energies. The whole world will then appear ugly and you dwell in the thinking that there is no justice. You create a state of unhappiness for yourself and the value of faith and trust becomes diminished.

We speak time and time again of God potential which you all have; and for some at soul level you have already attained that degree of Oneness. Beloved children of Aton this is the time to exercise your God muscles in every area of your lives. The responsibility lies with you and no one else. If another’s action makes your unhappy will you choose to dwell in that aura or do you choose to see with higher vision and understanding? The point being dear ones is that you have a choice. The choice however must go beyond that of being happy or being sad; being impatient or patient. These responses are effects caused by perception. The true choice is to be or not to be that which you truly are - God/Self. At your current level this is the choice you must be making. What do you demand from and off yourself?

Do not treat Michael as separate from you for little do you know or truly appreciate that at soul level you all contribute to the decision making process. The exact decisions you agree with become the exact decisions that you are sometimes uncomfortable with; and it is this which breeds bouts of impatience.

Great joys are upon you all dear ones and as you say- all that is good is worth waiting for. I know that this does not bring you the comfort that you may need at this time but take solace in the fact that you are living in the times prophesied and what you have been prepared for by Michael and the host are very much upon you now. Allow the sequence of the divine plan to work through; for you are experiencing its manifestations currently. This is the time for cementation, for in the prelude to the events you must ensure your anchoring in God. Your efforts must now be attributed to securing yourself in God presence within and securing God’s presence within. Be alert to the emotions and feelings evoked at this time by the energies around you. The fight is not over with the dark ones and you must SECURE yourselves in Michael’ light and love through your inner awareness. You cannot lapse at this time beloveds; for a momentary lapse could result in an energetic strike by the dark ones against you. You are OUR beloved children whose faithfulness WE have recognised and WE ask you to preserve yourselves during these times.

I will offer you a visualisation that you can do anytime that you feel negative thoughts or emotions beginning its assault.

I want you to remember that you are in control. That control comes from within and therefore nothing on the outside can harm you unless you give it permission to. See Michael standing in your presence. Feel yourself grow in length and breadth and feel the expansion of energy within you. Dwell for many moments in this field of energy; accustom
yourself to its power by feeling its pulse. Then I want you to see your entire being as light. In this very moment you have relinquished the physical and you have reclaimed your true body. You are now impenetrable. Remind yourself that you are light and light can never harm itself or others or be harmed. Remind yourself that you are pure and incapable of being contaminated. I want you to remember now your purpose and remember who you are. Hold on to this vision for as long as you need and then when you are ready return to full consciousness. You are now empowered and your behaviour will reflect your feelings.

The aim of this visualisation is two-fold. Firstly to facilitate a connection with Michael and His energy so that you feel it as your own; and secondly to unconsciously allow you post visualisation to respond by recapturing and retaking control.

Beloved children I am Nebadonia, Mother spirit come to offer a helping hand during these challenging times. Patience will build strength, cement your trust, sustain your power and allow you help others confidently in the days that are dawning a new reality.

Be patient with yourself, with others and with the process before you for I say to you that the outcome will have been well worth your wait. It will exceed your expectations. I caveat this statement by saying that I speak in your language that you may understand; for in God’s dimension time has no equivalence and is without sequence.

Nebadonia
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WHY?
By Hazel's Higher Self

WHY?
Higherself

Why do you need to know the hour of My coming?
Is it not your decision to make?
My coming shall centre upon your awakening
For the cornerstone of you abides always in you
Why do you look for Me in space and count the numbers of the days until I show My face?
I AM that formless part of you, your innate self, moved to life only through your desire to know Me.
Why do you cry in desperation for Me?
I AM the unseen part of you, indwelt, awaiting your remembrance.
Why do you seek Me on the outer plane?
I AM the heartbeat calling you within to find your inner fortune
Why do you petition Me then scold Me for unanswered prayers?
I AM the unheard voice, which echoes in your unwillingness to hear
Why do you cast Me in the den of wrathfulness?
I AM ALL LOVE, which pulsed your very life
Why do you seek Me then bow to all the offerings of the world?
I AM the untold 'only' truth, the reality of you and all
Why do you ask of Me for peace?
I AM that peace bequeathed to you by birth
To feel, as your spirit's touch
Why do you ask of Me to help you change your world?
I AM your deepest vision
When you can see and be the Me in You
There will in truth, be no world to change.
Why do you ask of Me to rescue you from darkness 's hold?
I AM your light, the very light you are
When you come to know the power of your light
The hold of darkness on your mind shall cease.
Why do you ask of Me to save your soul?
I AM THAT I AM
The soul you seek to save, is Mine own.
Yet salvation you will find, the I AM, through.
Why do you seek to analyse Me so?
I AM the Love, the Light, the Truth in you
Why do you need to know the whys, the whens and whereis?
I AM THE ANSWER TO THEM ALL
THE ONE, THE ALL, THE ONLY ONE YOU NEED TO KNOW
When you walk in Me and let Me walk in thee, your moments will illuminate in clarity, with purpose and completeness. The I AM within shall keep you focussed on the Source and My plans you shall know with prescience.
The Source of Correction

By Hazel's Higher Self

# 137 Apr 16, 2011

The Source of Correction-

Higherself

Your spirit is the eternal energy which creates only through love and sees only through light. Its sword is wisdom and its shield is truth. It dwells in the kingdom of its peace and is its own fulcrum. It's potential is incomparable and its imaginings pure. What can your spirit offer you? It is the key, the secret to a wholesome life, the Source of all correction.

You are here to minister to the soul's unfolding through its light and to serve My will. I will today teach you about the tool for self preservation.

To protect yourself from erroneous perceptions and judgments against others, LIVE IN SPIRIT. Your spirit dwells in the framework of a higher mind and exists in its own assurance. It needs no weapons to attack or defend for it is neither vulnerable nor liable to lower vibratory emotions. It is its own understanding and will render through its understanding compassion for the plight of those you will perceive as “evil”. For the spirit knows that those who choose the lower path are merely experimenting with that which is alien to them. The spirit sees them as struggling to accept their divine nature and sovereign power. Evil or what you call sin is the creation of those who choose the longer pathway home. It is through their choices that they will eventually remember and the lessons of their origin and nature will be well learnt. Their choices bear no impact on your spirit for it is between them and their true self.

The spirit sees as God will see as it is His vision that inspires its sight. The spirit knows that man will always through his ego seek to attack that which he cannot comprehend or that which is foreign to his established patterns of thinking. The spirit does not take offence or react but responds as the ONE whose footsteps it follows; being in harmony and in the balance of truth and light. The spirit will respond with pardon and a blessing of love. The spirit knows that it is ALL.

The spirit sees the sufferings of its brothers and sisters who choose the lower pathway notwithstanding what appears to be garnered wealth and power on the material level. The spirit sees how diseased and corrupted the physical being becomes notwithstanding a healthy body. It is bereft of the light of its spirit and is enveloped in a darkened shield. The spirits of these beings have no way out.

You have through many incarnations accustomed yourselves to familiar settings based on physical and sensory responses. The ego is a well established aspect which motivates behaviour not aligned with spirit choice. The ego becomes your ruler and dictates your response through unconscious programming. At times your conscious mind wishes to
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respond in balance but you have become so conditioned that instead you respond as per your conditioned mind. Think of yourself as software which was pure at your birth and through myriad incarnations it became slowly defective due to the infiltration of habits foreign to its nature. It is so infected now that it requires purification and recalibrating to operate at its highest potential again.

The panacea is reunion with Spirit. In your communion with your higher self you will be fed the elixir which will nourish your mind and bring clarity of vision. That which once despoiled your view will be removed and vistas anew you will experience as you explore the bounty of spirit’s offerings.

Your interaction and union with your higher self engages you in celestial thinking and ways and by your choice, your efforts and knowledge of spirit’s yield, you will not only overcome the hurdles of your ego and the world surrounding you but expedite your return to the Source.

Your spirit will guide you as to how to deal with worldly issues if you place yourself under its tutelage. The spirit is a wise teacher but will not force or impose itself on the student. It will gently reintroduce you to your power and teach you how to harness your potential to create instead of miscreate. It will sharpen your mind to tune into higher intelligence and introduce you into renowned celestial circles that you become once again comfortable with “yourself” and your inherent power. It will initiate you, teach you, test you and facilitate your continued journey to enlightenment. There will come a time when you will not be able to differentiate yourself from spirit. It is then that you will live totally in spirit without need for physical consciousness.

We encourage you to step up your efforts to live in spirit in the now. Self discovery and enlightenment can take as long or as short as your choose. It is always your choice but the choice you must make should be against the knowledge of what your spirit can offer to you.

I will ask you to ponder upon the following questions?

How comfortable are you in your mortal incarnation?
How do you feel about yourself and your life?
Are you happy inspite of the world around you?
Are you at peace inspite of worldly creations?
How do you interact with other mortals?
Do you respond with your ego and if so how does it make you feel?
What is it that is missing in your life?
Are you in control?
What is your purpose in this life?
How do you go about achieving your purpose?
Does your purpose impact on you alone or on many or all?
What does spirit mean to you and what role does it play in your life?
Do you live in fear?
Do you thrive on anger or typically respond with anger to situations contrary to your understanding or preferences? How does being angry make you feel? Does it motivate you to change you or to try to change others? Does it steal your peace?
What is your idea of love?
What does being balanced mean to you?

These questions dear ones are meant to inspire constructive thought and honest insight that you may determine for yourselves the areas in your lives that may need attending. When you can confront short comings you can then go to the “Source of Correction” which will help you to become the Spirit that you are.

I AM THAT I AM
Hazel
A “Holy” Contemplation

By Papa thru Hazel

# 138 Apr 22, 2011

A “Holy” Contemplation-
Papa Source

The destiny of that which is Whole is Holy. Wholeness, All, Completeness all signify and are emblematic of the reference Holy. In the realm of time Holy is the word prescribed and associated with God yet it must be placed in its proper context which brings understanding if its nature.

That which you refer to as Holy is not outside of your being, to be glorified and worshiped ad infinitum. That which is Holy is to be recognised within you through the Wholeness of God’s presence. The focus on Holy must change to Whole for it is only through the identification with the WHOLE that the pedestal upon which Holiness rest will shine through with divine perspective.

Indeed I AM Holy through the representation of my Wholeness and Holy is but an aspect of the aura I radiate. For those who aspire to the glory of God you must stand on the mountain; that higher altitude that allows for panoramic vision that you may start to see the substance of ME in Wholeness of the form I take through MY creation; for I AM but formless otherwise. It is the Wholeness of sight that will enable you to see that which precedes Holy; for you can only be Holy when you are Whole. Anything else is an aberration in understanding and an aspiration through desire; an aspiration that is most honoured by ME and your Creator Son as you assiduously journey to Paradise.

I shall address this period in your calendar which you refer to as a Holy week through the celebration of Easter tide, the culmination of the crucifixion to the resurrection of MY beloved Son Michael.

Why have you assigned this week as Holy as apart from any other week in your calendar? Why do you see the crucifixion and resurrection as Holy events or acts? Why is the focus on the acts rather than the lessons? Why do you relive the erroneous belief year after year that MY Son died for your mortal sins? You are through this remembrance reliving your guilt and holding on to the notion of sin which man created in the abstract; the very two things which MY beloved Son sought to dispel from your thinking and beliefs. How could Michael have died for your sins when HE did not recognise sin? How could HE have died when it is impossible for HIM to die? You have made death into a maudlin affair and recall these times with great emotional evocation.

Michael in HIS bestowal on Uranta, HIS very own creation came to teach of the nature and essence of God (ME the I AM) and the Oneness of All. He came to teach that the spirit is the life and through baptism this represented renewal through the choice of spirit; being the
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spirit of God, the life within each. HE efforted to bring reality in a world that was besmirched with the unreality of sin, mortality and banal affairs. HE came to teach the Truth of God and the eternalness of God’s kingdom through the indicator of immortality of spirit. HE recognised life only. 

Love and Life are synonymous in MY kingdom. Instead of seeing the crucifixion as death, see it as symbolic of Love. Focus not on the event of death or what transpired before HIS mortal passing but focus on HIS love and HIS lessons of Love, remembering the incapability of HIS or your death. Let the emphasis on this time be one of Wholeness for HE is Whole and Holy in what you term “every day” and what I know as eternal. If I AM the Cause then so too is My Son. HE is All that I AM and you are all that HE IS. When you can focus first on your Wholeness through HIM, through ME, you will understand the nuances of Holy. It is through Wholeness that you will attain a state of Holiness. 

You see the resurrection as HIS promise of eternal life yet the resurrection has a deeper meaning for you in your mortal journey. It is significant as it is representative of the resurrection of spirit within man that he may know in his mortal journey that he is spirit personified, eternal and whole in the image of HE who created. The lesson is that man must through the renewal and awakening of the spirit within him identify himself with and as the Whole. It is only then that he can assume the mantle of Holiness. 

The resurrection signifies the awakening of spirit and life within, that the Paradise goal may be fulfilled through the life journeys of mortal will creatures. Man must cease in his thinking and belief that the resurrection represents an after death affair or state. Michael’s resurrection was a return to HIS Source on completion of HIS bestowal; your resurrection in your incarnation will be the coming alive of the spirit of God within you that you envision your eternalness in your current seat of awareness and know with certainly that you cannot ever die and you need not experience mortal passing to know of your immortality. 

Allow the significance of this time to assume a brighter and fuller glow as Truth embodies your awareness that this time of celebration is a time to remember and emulate Wholeness. For in your recognition of Wholeness you will truly celebrate the Holiness of ALL. 

Michael by His life in body and life in ME is WHOLE, PERFECT AND HOLY. Be ye like unto Him and ye will be Like unto ME. 

Michael is my beloved Son and He pleases ME greatly. In the communion between My Son and ME there is no need for words for HE is ONE with ME in perfection as HE is to you. Worship ME through HIM by your choosing of MY Will, aligning with MY Will and actioning of MY Will through your works. 

Blessings flow from the mount of Paradise to the grave from which all finite creatures must journey through life in spirit to attain perfection. 
So It is. 
I AM The Father, The Centre and Source.
The Price of Passivity, The Panacea and The Promise

By AA Michael thru Hazel

# 139 Apr 24, 2011

The Price of Passivity, The Panacea and The Promise—
AA Michael

The price of passivity bemoans the silence of progress. This simply means that there is no movement through action although thoughts may flow in sequence to produce objectives. Yet there are multiple levels of passivity where the lowest speaks not at all in thought or action but is voiceless and rests in the maze of inactivity and complacency. Passivity lacks the dynamism of thought as the majority are happy to allow others to think for them instead of thinking for themselves. Man does not wish to assume responsibility even for thinking. This is the state of many in the mortal world. The usage of one’s time is seldom controlled by the self but by others and analogous to this is that one’s thoughts are seldom influenced by self but by others. The passivity in thinking correlates to the stagnation which man and planet finds themselves mired in at this material time.

It is true that greater awakening is on the dawning now but there is still inadequate motivation of thought to effect major changes in spiritual morale. The density brewed by the dark forces has impacted on the minds of men and free thinking has been admonished in the wake of those who seek ultimate control. There are very few gods in your dimension and this I say in light of man’s resistance to stand in the power of the god that he is. Those who hold themselves out as gods do not seek to serve the God of ALL. Just as temperature can be controlled so too is the thinking of man being controlled by those who manipulate his senses beliefs and thoughts. Passivity has become a by product of indoctrination.

This is the time for truthfulness. The dark are very astute and know how to use underhanded means to catch you out. When you succumb to their wiles you become their slaves and veritable footstools that enables them to maintain godlike status. It is time to step up on the pedestal of truth that you may see the lie that has kept you as a civilisation in mortal bondage, unable to seek and revel in knowledge that will free you once and for all.

It is easier to be passive and let someone else do all the work but that is not how you will earn your way out of physicality. You will have to experience again and again the dimension of physical consciousness to learn to think for yourself through your “self” before you can graduate.

The time for passivity is over. For it is declared that man must find his voice through active thinking and seek to create a future that is based on true values espoused in the harmony
of spirit. It is time to rise up, not with arms to fight to the death but rise up in spirit to fight for life. For if many can know themselves, they will know the resources they hold within that will allow them through guidance to reclaim their sovereign status. Man will then actively use his god mind to think and create his reality instead of being subjected to a reality created by others.

Passivity is not synonymous with peace or being at peace with yourself or others. Passivity is an impediment to growth for inaction scorns progress. Man wonders why he is stuck – it is because he passively accepts the dictates of others and fails to think for himself through discovering that his self has alot to say through thought if only he would be open to self discovery. Passivity is the antithesis of creativity, the latter being the god instinct.

For those who are ensconced in the comfort of passivity beware of those whose voices speak laudably and loquaciously yet their actions fail to mirror their words or their words vibrate for the benefit of a few in the guise of all.

Become gods of action through inspired thinking and rise up in spirit to claim your life back for truly when you are passive you do not live. You exist in the framework created by others without thought, without a say as you sashay through your incarnation.

Now to the dark brothers, know with surety that the poison of passivity that you have injected over time in God’s children is wearing out as the Creator breathes himself into your place. You will find that the poison is quickly losing its potency and numbness as the anaesthesia wears of and God’ children rise up in spirit to reclaim their heritage. Surrender, if you wish to experience freedom in light and WE of the Host will gladly give to you the vial which contains the cure so that you can join the brothers of light again.

This is not a warning for the time for warnings has expired. This is the promise that comes before the event that you are all aware of but seek to hide from the masses.

I come to announce before HIM that HE is to be expected with the imminence of lightening and I promise you that you will not want to be in the dark when HE arrives.

I am AA Michael come to say that passivity no longer has a place in a planet ordained to ascend and to exhort the brothers and sisters of light to take up the baton of spirit and rise to claim the glory of your eminence.

Here ye once again brothers of darkness, Aton is on HIS way– let not this opportunity for salvation bypass you lest you find yourself on the brink of extinction. Take these words as you please for it will have no impact of the reality of what is currently transpiring and what will manifest. Do not wait for the promise to be fulfilled before belief grasps you. Now is the time.

Michael come in the radiance of the Source to say that HIS WILL SHALL BE DONE.

Salu.
An Announcement

By AA Uriel thru Hazel

# 140 May 18, 2011

An Announcement- Arch Angel Uriel

Hear ye, hear ye the drum roll begins, an usher to the rolling waves catapulting towards your obsequious shores. The light has now taken control of the podium and the restlessness of the dark ones is being caged. Their era of reign is ending absolutely. The promise is now being actively fulfilled as the scene begins to change for the next part of this play. The dramatics are over and the reality of the dark's dominion shall be paraded for all to see. Their energy is waning dramatically as their purpose comes to an end. Death's door is opened now.

There is a notion that man cannot contradict as the light wave rescinds all that is contrary to itself. For this shall be seen even if not understood. Its purpose being to breathe an energetic display of Fatherly love into receivers. There remains a shortage of patrons prepared for this uptake.

The gong has now sounded in the celestial realms, an accompaniment to the drum roll. Know that it has begun. Let the weight of your earthly living be redeemed for salvation's hold. Time is short and the light is now set to remove the wariness of the dark shadows on display.

Tune in and listen to news being told by your soul- what do you hear? Yes indeed - the page is turned and now a new story is to be told. This new story is no tale but truth. Get excited; turn up the volume lest you miss the news. Aton has begun His descent. Cherish the moments now for creation is about to be overwhelmed.

The bugle has just sounded - Aho.

Uriel here in the Light of Aton, I say hold on and keep those seat belts strapped for the ride may be bumpy.

Salu
Message to Humanity

By GAIA thru Hazel

# 141 May 23, 2011

Message to Humanity- Gaia

I am she, the spirit who inhabits your earth, the one you fondly call Gaia. I find my placement in the body of the earth just as you find yours in mortal body- the flesh. Our constitution may differ but we function much the same. I am living and breathing as you are and have the ability to feel just as you do. I am alive and I experience emotions much as you do. Your inability to witness my emotions is not indicative of its absence. If you are sensitive and attuned to me you will feel what I feel. For I tell you that I am much a part of you as you are of me.

I choose however to stay connected to my Source and uphold my commitment to Him. It is my loyalty to the Father’s will that explains why I have forborne reacting to the cruelty of man thus far. The pressures man has placed on me must inevitably be released. There are no coincidences my wayward little ones. When I quake or spew it not just something that happens or must happen. There is a greater explanation for these occurrences that goes beyond a geographical or geophysical one. By analogy I want you to think of what any manner of stress does to your physical and mental body? How do you let the steam or pressure off? Ponder on this

Throughout what you call time due to assaults of varying degrees on my body my physical health has deteriorated. Let not the pleasantness of my facade delude you into believing that my body can endure. What you tend to see is on the surface only. My spirit may be eternal as yours is but my body can become weak and poisoned as yours can depending on what it is exposed to.

My body can only withstand so much abuse and unkindness before it collapses and disintegrates; the same as yours. I am here to tell you that my body, my frame, geophysical structure is unravelling. This has already started and the intensity is going to build to a crescendo. Surely you must notice the rapidity of my movements. The atmosphere, the tides are all conspiring now and that which you call disasters are the repercussion of pressures being released. In the wake of the multiple tornados I am being cleansed for they are bringing a heightened energy.

I fear my children that I, the earth is being prepared for transition. There will be breakage of my body in many places as I ease my physical suffering and obtain my release. This has now become inevitable for I have endured enough at the hands of man. You have been my greatest joy yet also caused me the greatest pain. The bindings are being loosened that I may ascend. Through these changes my form will be remoulded as part of my regeneration. The consequences for many will be perceived as dire but I have tried to withstand as much as I could. I am saying this to you so that it comes as no surprise that
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major structural changes will occur as I move and much destruction will ensue

I am at this time finding my strength to see this through from the assistance I am receiving from the extra terrestrials or celestials as I call them.

My movements cannot be hindered for it is divinely ordained that I ascend and although I have had difficulties due to the density accumulated from aeons, I am more prepared now.

I desire you my children to know how pleased I was to undertake the Father’s will of bearing you and giving you a home whilst you continued your education. It was joy at times; yet as time evolved you my children have shown scant regard for my welfare, preferring to take only from me and not replenish. You have drained me and have fished from me that which kept my joints supple. I am bereft of that which my body needs.

I do not bring this message to create fear but to awaken you to my plight that you may reflect on what you have done and continue to do and revisit your actions that you may undertake to correct them. Every experience must be one that tenders a learning or lesson. Unfortunately for many the lesson will come too late and may need to be learnt elsewhere.

The pressure is building up and I must have my release. Thus far I have been conservative in my movements out of deference for you my children. The ‘Gods’ are calling me home.

I am a child created by God also; and the time has come for me to stand in my light and up to my light. This is required of me as it is of you. I am choosing to ascend so that I can experience my light. This means that I must shed the darkness upon me. I will let you draw your own conclusions from that.

For those unaware, I say to you that I have divine backing. I am assisted and being assisted by divine hands unseen. The clock is ticking now and I fear that time is of the essence now. It shall be survival of the spiritually fit.

My strength is depleted and I am worn from the effects of your wars and clandestine dark activities. You harm the very being who gives you habitation. You desecrate my body with your weapons of destruction without thought for your brothers or me. Do you know that I am your sister in spirit? Yet I have mothered you for so long that you may as well call me Mother- and don’t you refer to me as Mother Earth? How have your treated your Mother?

I have loved you for eternity, bearing you in my arms and keeping you as safe as I can. I have provided you with a natural and healthy habitat amenable to human energy yet you have through irresponsible and thoughtless behaviour and practices slowly contributed to your downfall as a civilisation and to my suffering. You have not learnt what it is to love. You are harsh with each other in thought and word and deed. You act as strangers with each other not knowing or caring to know the truth. You think that the earth is unaffected. Well dear children you are very wrong. For all that you do I feel and experience. You dishonour life and its sanctity. You mistreat yourselves in so many ways that it is conceivable that you will mistreat others. What is left dear children? Have you not heard the cry from my core, my very womb? I am birthing a new tomorrow- one that I wish you all would share with me. This is not to be however.
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I have been promised by my Father redemption and by this I do not mean forgiveness; I mean freedom from darkness. To this I have lovingly agreed.

What of you ones who continue to exercise dominion over man? Now is the time to take the Fathers’ hand and move into His court for in a blink of an eye the world is going to be unmasked. Truth or Fiction? I can already hear you calling this a bluff. No dear ones – for out of darkness light will prevail, out of lies truth will be redeemed and out of sadness, joy will be reclaimed.

I your hostess am bidding you to find your love and shine your light for I shall be rising-WITH OR WITHOUT YOU.

My gratitude I extend you my children who with pure hearts have centred me with their energy and love. For my strength I gain from your sacrifice and love. Do not bewail the comings of tomorrow. Let not trepidation cloud your hearts or mind for all the faithful will know freedom is now the bait. Hold on tightly and we shall ride out these final days together before our eyes open to a new dimension. Our hearts will beat with a higher vibration and the frequency of light will have been turned up.

May humanity cleanse their innards that their face may glow once again with the innocence from with they were birthed.

Gaia
The Tribe of Aton calls!

By AA Zadkiel thru Hazel

# 142 May 25, 2011

The Tribe of Aton calls! - AA Zadkiel

The time for radical action approaches. The coin has been tossed, and heads it is to forge ahead - the decision made. The moment of truth is being planted now and persistent impediments being rooted out. The general feeling of asbsentia of all that is holy is inimical to the blatant truth that poised on your turf are the Holy footsteps of the Creator Son. Michael comes again but this time for a different purpose, not to teach his wayward but to render Himself to all who can receive.

The fort of resistance is collapsing from the very top and the light is seeping dynamically through every conceivable portal now. Lo the word is out, Aton prepares his nest that His innocent may be protected from harm’s way.

They will speak of Zion and Babylon but the fall of both is at hand for the truth is rising now steadily and the fire which burns beneath it is propelling it to a height of proportions too magnificent to perceive or conceive.

The tonal chords have now been switched from the harsh and unrelenting vibe to a mellow light accord. The higher purpose of the cause is on the cusp of being fulfilled. The margins have already been calculated and the Tribe chosen. The politics of man shall pale as we prepare you for new governance. You may say that these words are senseless, meaningless, and inane; yet I caution you to take heed for seldom is the warning abided by; the focus is always on manifested events. Truth shall crystallise before your very eyes but I say to you that no man will truly know the hour. Incognito and without literal presence the Truth shall be felt in He who comes.

Man – you are yet to truly learn the ways of God. His warning is your signal to pierce your disbelief and mind His words. For we who come from Him are given of His words to bear to thee. Zadkiel’s words are not his own but that of the Father direct.

Heed before it is too late the many warnings given; for in those warnings lay the bulb of truth and when it starts its reign you will not want to say if only I had paid attention. For many of you judge the words as lie or false alarms. Be grateful for your false alarms for they render to you the time to park your selves on safer grounds.

The sceptics will return to their doubts in remembrance when the truth ascends; and that will be for them their lesson. Do not find yourself amongst this fold. Be ye of the Tribe- the Tribe of Aton- for ye are His chosen ones. Why? Simply because ye have chosen Him. Ye have willingly entered into the Tribe. Be ye of God and as He. Do not say that ye are of God and then render that which is opposite; for no man can fooleth the Father; He knows
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ye, everyone of ye, by your heart.

The tribe is being gathered now. What say this to ye? Collection time approaches. This is His will.

Let all manner of fear go and take up the eternal flame, lift it high and ye will see others of the Tribe.

Master the rule that measures your weight in light. Listen to these my words- The litany of love revels now in your domain and the angels descend in their multitude to raise your gentle earth. Be ye one with her that ye may experience her rising. Later will be too late.

Join the angels in their chorus:

Rise ye up oh lamb of God,
The tribe of Aton calls
His heart to touch,
His mind be near
The lonesome road has met its end,
The path now leads
With joy ascend.

Pay attention now to all that is transpiring. It heralds a fortuitous time as the cycle winds down and the beginnings of light makes itself felt in your world.

I am Zadkiel, a beacon of the ONE who bringeth the news. It will be a testimony to itself as the dawning enters like a beautiful swan that proudly creates a vibration of joy across the tiresome lake of life.

Blessings, in the name of the Father.

I AM ZADKEIL
The Institution of Balance

By Christ Michael thru Hazel

# 143 Jun 1, 2011

The Institution of Balance- Christ Michael

The soul was a created from a point of stillness being prefect balance. The spiritual term for that balance is the I AM presence. The centring point is the point of balance. It is the equilibrium point from which the waves radiate. The waves create. Balance is essential to creation and within creation.

I come today to explain this concept which really should be a practiced and achieved state of being. It is the answer to all your world’s problems. Why? Because your world is not in a state of balance. Why? Because the people are unbalanced. From a state of unbalanced creation (being that which you create) the results are distorted, unsustainable and lacking in endurance.

Consider a wheel which is perfectly formed; the fulcrum of that wheel perfectly positioned and the tangent of the spokes equally proportioned to create a perfect circle. The centre or point of perfect balance creates a perfect circle and the wheel can effectively turn with no inner impediments to stem or disrupt its motion.

Now think of your world in the form of this wheel. You the inhabitants are at the centre and you are the ones responsible through your thoughts and creations for the spokes which lead to the circle’s existence or creation. What was conceived by ME in perfection has been given into your custody. Through your thought and actions the spokes of the wheels have become burnished, dented and bent. The wheel itself being the circle begins to crack and succumb within through collapse. The wheel of life has stopped. It can no longer turn. There is no motion, no progress. It stands still in a state of depredation ready to fold in.

I have taught you that Balance creates Balance, but when you alter your natural state your creations are derived from a state of unbalance and the resulting effects are unbalanced. Do you see that if your thoughts are the start of creation then balance starts from and through your thought process? When your thoughts are balanced in love and in light, only then can you create in love and light. Balance rests on truth, being love and light and love and light are the only truth which exists. If you are to function within this paradigm how can your creations be anything but balanced?

As I taught above balance leads to sustainability and endurance. I would also add that it engenders a state of perfect harmony with all things and ones. Where have you gone wrong? To begin with, you have cast out spirit, either through rejection or forgetfulness in favour of the ego mind and it is through this mind that you tend to create. What this creates is usually for the benefit of the physical and the individual not the entire circle which comprises God’s creation. As the ego has no reality it cannot bear truth, love or light and
its creations are not birthed from a point of balance.

To clarify, finding your balance in love and in the realm of light reminds you of your inner state, being that of balance. You would have found your centre from which all peace and love emanates and creation begins. You become in touch with your inner light and naturally your creations are birthed from love. You will know when you feel balanced and are balanced, as this is the time when your creative spark is at its highest. That is because you are miraculously in tuned with YOU.

Now take that balance that you experience and think of what you will create – you will, marvel at the result. For the manifested outcome will resonate with harmony, perfect in being and effect. More importantly that balance will create harmony in all your relationships regardless of the personalities you must deal with.

Being balanced in light and love simply means that you will see through the eyes of light and love. It bequeaths a greater vision. With your fellow men, if you bring balance into the relationships or interaction, surely you will respond always with balance to their creations or doings. Balance in this context does not mean to accept that which is contrary to the rules or laws of the divine which is meant to bring balance within God’s creation. It simply means tolerating the growing pains of others who choose to operate form the point of imbalance to learn their lessons.

Even your brothers who have chosen the darker spheres this time, you must find balance with them YET not their actions. You DO NOT support their actions BUT you love them as children of God. Your beloved Master teacher taught you that the ultimate test of a God being is to find balance in the light and love towards those who render evil. The souls of MY children are Godly even though their human actions may be casted as evil. Those who choose the dark path operate independent of the Godly aspect of themselves, the soul. Let this in itself allow you to sympathise with them for they are the ones who truly do not know what they do. Do not for one moment think that these ones have any peace. No, their balance is material wealth and power within the physical dimension.

As you live in physical abode being the flesh, you have to harmonise the mental with the physical with the emotional and the spiritual. In other words this is the alignment that must be achieved to find balance in the physical world. Yet I say to you that the origin will always be the spirit; so it requires you to find your fulcrum in spirit and then that is transferable to the mental physical and emotional bodies.

I AM not expecting you to achieve perfect alignment all the time, in particular as you dwell in a disharmonious world. Yet you can re create harmony by embellishing your auras with the light of balance, when you know the lesson. I have taught you the lesson. Go back and find your point of stillness; connect with your core or higher self and re familiarise yourself with your natural state and disposition and you will find that this will have a balancing effect on your other bodies. Beloveds, when you are committed to enlightenment balance will become your discipline.

Let balance be your staple adjective; balanced thoughts, balanced words, balanced actions and balanced creations. Create affirmations from these that they become ingrained as a way of thinking and being.
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I AM Christ Michael, your Tutor for today and extending MY Tutelage to you for eternity, if only you will ask and place yourselves under MY Guidance and Mastery. I know what I speak of; for I created you from perfect balance and can bring you back to that point if you allow ME to do so.

I and MY team are in the midst of putting into place the elements which will assist in recreating balance in your world so that once again you MY children will have an opportunity to grow and prosper in balance.

For those who seek ME in earnest, you will find ME when you find your balance.

Salu

Christ Michael.
The Cosmic Rhythm

By First Source, Papa thru Hazel

# 144 Jun 8, 2011

The Cosmic Rhythm - The First Source - Papa

In the wheel of eternal life there lies a rhythm, a natural inbred circuitry which pulses and extends in waves to create the Circle of Life. From the centre, an acapelic tone is emitted that radiates a harmonic surge that peters through the universe.

This tone becomes the conduit which transfers and translates the universal Father's expression through the ethers. It is the base from which this vibration resonates. The cosmic rhythm generates from the Source - the Centre of ALL.

Receptivity is the ability to receive and internalise these rhythmic energies that allows for the experiencing of the rhythm of the cosmic wheel. Your planet is not yet within this wheel as the rhythm upon which she currently rides is underpinned by vibrations alien to the Source. For man in his mass is unable or unwilling to receive of the rhythm shared. This has been to his detriment. Matters have escalated to the point where it has become difficult to receive through the density which has veiled the earth through the work of the minions of all that is inimical to the ONE.

This is changeable through a re orientation of the earth’s dimensional landscape. It was hoped that the civilisation on earth would have created the atmosphere to enable the planet to enter into the wheel of life. This has not materialised and it is now left for the higher beings from advanced planets in the cosmos to assist. I categorically say that you must not mistake this act as a ruse or a game being played by those who are unfamiliar with your territory. The command has been given form Paradise and all who work on this enterprise serves the Will of the Source. Michael has been given the handle to this and HE shall turn it as HE sees fit; yet always within the context of this MY WILL.

Your planet has lost its original rhythm through the miscreations of man who have abdicated their higher status and chosen the path of destructive activity. The planet and the civilisation is tethering on the brink of chaos. The rhythm is broken and all is toppling. Indeed she has lost her balance for you Man have long lost yours. She is where she is because of you.

The sight of your world from the Paradise Isle is almost non existent for so darkened is she. Truly yours is a story of Paradise lost. Yet the Father will never abandon HIS creation or allow HIS children to wither from chosen or imposed ignorance. The Father has ordained that the planet be corralled back into the cosmic wheel and with certainty this is now being achieved.

The tone has been emitted again from your Source that will cause a shift and realignment.
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as the rhythmic altitude of earth’s domain begins to change.

This is a call to the children of the light to set your antennas straight and on high that you may receive the cosmic rhythm and align yourself to suit. Man must now adapt himself to the rhythm of the changing planet. If his aspiration cannot match hers then he will by his own choice be placed in a cycle more attuned to his spirit’s needs.

Spiritual growth is now mandatory, a specialism indeed but not a choice during these precipitous times. I can only exhort you to heed these words.

The entire rank of humanity on the earth plane will feel and experience a changing of energies within and without - a revolution so to speak in all manner of things. The world is being remoulded now and upset will be caused, but so must it be as a prelude to the rebalancing. The chill of darkness is to be mitigated that the spasms of light may once again take hold to reform your world Let not the silence spook you into the belief that the status quo prevails. Far be it from that. Know that there is a hand that moves distinctly behind that silence and it is that invisible hand that shall BE THE CAUSE.

From the direct abode of MY plane I utter these words to you to bring home the relevance of these fortuitous times on your planet. An orchestration of omniversal proportions is taking place as the Planet earth is being prepared for lift off. You the inhabitants are offered the opportunity to experience first hand what LIFE is truly. Postponing the inevitable is to your disadvantage and discomfort.

The planet is poised to ascend to join the cosmic wheel once again. She will then amass renewed strength and espouse a new cause and be capable of responding to MY rhythm.

I ask at this final hour what will you choose? A cautionary word - time is irrelevant to this mission save as I have declared - be cognisant and vigilant for the events which transpire as the signal; for the hand behind the silence will move like the speed of what you refer to as lightening.

The Father has spoken.